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Abstract 

Student towns feature high-turnover housing markets with unique characteristics, including a 

transient student population, seasonal migration, and the demand-side driver of university 

enrolment. In the student town of St Andrews, Scotland, recent increase in rent prices and 

studentification have prompted housing affordability concerns from students and resident 

groups alike, leading Fife Council to introduce a policy in 2019 aimed at restricting the growth 

of Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO). HMOs are properties that are rented to three or 

more unrelated individuals, are required by law to be licensed by the local authority and, in the 

context of St Andrews, are primarily occupied by students. With the goal to explore how this 

2019 HMO Overprovision Policy affects the housing market, the statutory register of licensed 

HMO properties in St Andrews is analysed, revealing a significant volatility of active licenses 

between 2020 and 2024, ranging from 547 to 1,059. Further, wanting to understand key supply-

side factors influencing rent prices, a hedonic pricing regression on property characteristics is 

conducted. Using web-scraping to build a dataset covering the St Andrews rental market from 

2012 to 2024, monthly rent per room is found to increase by £3.69 each year, after adjusting 

for inflation. Additionally, a demand-supply model of the town’s private rental market is 

calibrated. By assuming a 1.5% yearly increase of supply in the hypothetical case of no HMO 

Overprovision policy implementation, this counterfactual analysis deduces that 29% of the 

increase in average rent between the years 2019 and 2023 stems from the policy’s introduction 

as a supply shock, while 71% is attributed to demand factors such as the growing student 

population. Lastly, to investigate further demand-side factors that affect students’ rental 

decisions, two regressions are conducted on 716 responses collected by a housing survey 

conducted in March 2024. When examining the effect of fee status, funding source, and 

ethnicity on rent paid, it is observed that international fee-paying students pay £100.32 higher 

rent per month than UK fee-paying students, and family-funded students pay £27.64, £89.02, 

and £171.95 more than those who have student loans, fund themselves, or have accommodation 

scholarships, respectively. Ethnicity is found to have a statistically insignificant effect on rent 

paid. This progress report provides a transparent documentation of results produced on the 

analysis of the student town of St Andrews. This progress report describes the research progress 

of the Housing in St Andrews Vertically Integrated Project (VIP) during the Candlemas 

semester of 2023/24. 

Keywords: Studentification, Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO), HMO Overprovision 

Policy, Students, Student Housing 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, urban areas across the globe have witnessed a phenomenon known as 

studentification, characterised by the influence of students in residential neighbourhoods 

adjacent to educational institutions, driving demographic and spatial change, particularly so in 

British towns (Smith, 2005). Studentification as a social issue has attracted a growing body of 

research over the past years (see Allinson, 2006; Gregory & Rogerson, 2019; Hubbard, 2008; 

Munro et al., 2009; Sage et al., 2012; Smith, 2005; Smith & Holt, 2007) and has become of 

interest in recent literature for having the potential to significantly increase or inflate the 

property market (Smith, 2005). Especially, the significant change to the resident profile of 

university cities in the United Kingdom (UK) is being associated with an oversupply of student 

houses in multiple occupation (HMO; Munro et al., 2009), leading to privately rented HMOs 

overtaking owner-occupied housing stock and hence contributing to a rise of areas which are 

solely student-centred (Allinson, 2006). Thus, scholarly interest in addressing the topic of the 

impact of the implementation of HMO policies on UK university towns has grown in recent 

years. Nonetheless, the university town of St Andrews, situated on the east coast of Scotland 

in Fife, has never been in focus in previous literature but is of particular interest, as it is 

exemplary for a rise of a student-centred town where the total population is estimated at 18,762 

as of 2024 (World Population Review, 2024), from which in 2023 a total of 10,468 were 

students, numbers which represent a growth of 16.5% in student population since 2018 (VIP 

Project, 2023). Even though the increase in St Andrews lies within the UK’s national average 

of student population growth of 16.5% (an increase of 406,075 students) between 2018/19 and 

2021/22 (HESA, 2023), the growth of student numbers in the UK prompts an issue for housing 

markets, residents, and students alike in all university cities across the UK. 

Consequently, Fife Council’s reaction to address concerns over student housing 

outpricing locals has come in form of setting an overprovision policy into place in 2019 that 

restricts the increase of HMO-licensed properties in St Andrews (Fife Council, 2023), thereby 

presenting a new supply constraint to the market. As such, it is crucial to explore the 

implications of the HMO overprovision policy on the housing market in St Andrews and, 

specifically, how this new policy affects students and student housing availability. The analysis 

has four key findings which are brought forward by the four different teams of the project: (i) 

Register, (ii) Supply, (iii) Demand, and (iv) Survey. 

First, with the goal to explore how the new HMO Overprovision Policy affects the 

housing market, especially changes in HMO licenses and the response of property owners in 

response to the new policy, the statutory register of licensed HMO properties in St Andrews is 

analysed. A significant volatility in the number of active licenses between 2020 and 2024, 

ranging from 547 to 1,059, is identified which can be reconciled with Fife Council’s cited 

stable supply when pending renewal applications are considered as active supply. Additionally, 

HMO licenses are tested for differential attrition based on property characteristic including 

occupancy, property value, and distance to town. No statistically significant effects are found 

at the 5% significance level, indicating that landlords do not selectively sacrifice HMO licenses 

based on the studied characteristics. This finding challenges findings of previous studies which 

have documented property characteristics such as property size, location, amenities, and quality 

to be shaping market responses (Goodman & Thibodeau, 1998; Saiful Islam & Asami, 2010; 

Zietz et al., 2006). Chapter 4, Register Team evaluates in more detail. 

Second, given the rising rental prices in St Andrews over the last decade, a hedonic 

pricing regression is applied to illuminate the key supply-side factors that determine rental 

prices. Using web-scraping to build a dataset covering the St Andrews rental market from 2012-

2024, three key findings emerge: (i) Monthly rent per room has increased by £3.69 each year, 

equivalent to monthly rent increasing by £44.28 over the 12 years after adjusting for inflation, 

underlining findings in literature, namely that mean rental prices are seen to be elevated by 
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student HMOs (Sage et al., 2012). There is (ii) a U-shaped relationship between number of 

rooms in a property and rent price per room; rent per room is highest for 1-bed properties and 

declines to a minimum for 3-bed properties, and then increases again up to 6-bed properties. 

Lastly (iii), rent per room declines by £24.05 for every kilometre increase in walking distance 

from the centre of town (defined as Tesco Express at 138-140 Market Street), suggesting that 

moving from the 75th percentile (3km) to the 25th percentile (1.3km) distance to town 

increases monthly rent per room by £31.27. Chapter 5, Supply Team evaluates in more detail. 

Third, being interested in understanding the factors behind the rise in average rental 

prices following the implementation of the HMO Overprovision Policy, another focus is set on 

discerning the extent to which the policy change contributes to the rent increase in St Andrews, 

as without a corresponding student hall infrastructure extension, student number growth 

increases demand in the private rental market and consequently pressures rent levels upwards. 

Using a linear supply and demand model, specific to this town's private rental housing market 

of HMO-licensed properties, it is calibrated in accordance with the market data gathered 

through web scraping of property listing websites. The average rent increase between the years 

2019 and 20203 is then analysed by breaking it down into the impact of the HMO 

Overprovision policy (supply shock) and the influence of the expanding student population 

(demand shock), assuming a 1.5% yearly increase of supply in the hypothetical case of no 

HMO Overprovision policy implementation. Further, to isolate the demand shock, a constant 

student population instead of the observed growth between 2019 and 2023 is presumed. 

Through this counterfactual analysis, it is determined that 29% of the rent increase is attributed 

to the HMO Overprovision policy, while 71% is linked to the rise in student numbers. In total, 

the modelled rent per room increase from 2019 to 2023 is found to be 9.84%. Chapter 6, 

Demand Team, evaluates in more detail. 

Fourth, to investigate further demand-side factors that affect students’ rental decisions, 

two regressions are conducted on 716 responses collected by the March 2024 housing survey. 

For the first regression, it is hypothesised that of the results collected in the survey, the three 

main contributing factors are fee status, funding source, and ethnicity. When examining the 

effect of each of these factors on the rent paid, it is observed that international fee-paying 

students pay £100.32 higher rent per month than UK fee-paying students, and family-funded 

students pay £27.64, £89.02, and £171.95 more than those who have student loans, fund 

themselves, or have accommodation scholarships, respectively. Ethnicity is found to have a 

statistically insignificant effect on rent paid. Chapter 3, Survey Team, evaluates in more detail. 

Last but not least, data gathering and methodology from the previous teams are 

improved to ultimately support and extend previous findings (VIP Project, 2023). Therefore, 

this progress report is divided as follows: Firstly, an introduction about the HMO policy and 

background to the situation in St Andrews is given, followed by the core part which sets into 

focus the different sub-teams of the project, namely Survey, Register, Demand, and Supply. In 

their respective chapters, the sub-teams delve into their work by presenting their data, chosen 

methodology, and results. Finally, after every team discusses their outcomes, general lessons 

inferred from working on the project that apply to everyone and the process of learning are put 

forward. By doing so, this project contributes to the current strand of academic literature that 

focuses on studentification and HMO policies, and extends existing findings by focusing on 

the student town of St Andrews. 
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2. Background on the HMO Policy 

The management of Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) stands as a critical juncture where 

legislative frameworks intersect with socioeconomic realities and community dynamics. St 

Andrews, nestled along the coast of Fife, Scotland, serves as a microcosm of the broader 

challenges facing municipalities grappling with housing affordability, community integration, 

and studentification. 

 

Insights from HMO Licensing Frameworks in Scotland 

HMO licensing policies in Scotland are rooted in the legislative mandate of the Civic 

Government (Scotland) Act 1982 (Civic Government, 1982) and the Housing (Scotland) Act 

2006 (Scottish Parliament, 2006), aiming to ensure the safety and welfare of residents in shared 

accommodation arrangements. In particular, this legislation puts forward an HMO licence to 

be mandatory for any rental accommodation and further specifies that within the meaning of 

the 2006 Act, a living accommodation is defined as an HMO if it (i) is occupied by three or 

more people from three or more families, (ii) is occupied by them as if it were their primary 

residence, and (iii) provides shared basic amenities (Scottish Parliament, 2006). Moreover, this 

enactment also covers other types of residential accommodation, with specifically student halls 

of residence being included. Once an HMO license is granted, it is in effect for three years, 

however, under Section 131A of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 and certain evaluations of 

(i) location, (ii) condition, (iii) amenities, and (iv) safety, the Council may deny allowance of 

an HMO permit in locations where it considers that there is an oversupply of HMOs (Scottish 

Parliament, 2006). 

 

HMO Overprovision Policy Dynamics in St Andrews 

The concept of “overprovision” lies at the core of discussions surrounding HMO 

licensing policies. Defined loosely as an excess of HMO properties within a locale, the notion 

of overprovision embodies divergent interpretations amongst policymakers, residents, and 

industry stakeholders and has been implemented in different forms by several local authorities 

in Scotland already, including Aberdeen, Dundee, and Stirling (Aberdeen City Council, 2016). 

Within the St Andrews context, the Fife Council HMO overprovision policy reflects attempts 

to address concerns over housing affordability and student housing outpricing locals and 

further driving studentification (Fife Council, 2023). Therefore, a no growth strategy in the 

number of HMO licenses was set into place on April 11th, 2019. Under the policy, landlords 

wishing to renew a license about to expire must apply for a renewal before the expiration of 

their old license and the authorities must, by law, make a decision within 12 months of the 

application date, yet, pre-existing licenses already in force are not affected (Fife Council, 

2022). 

With the goal to evaluate the policy and its no growth strategy in St Andrews, a 2023 

policy review was conducted by Fife Council which found that the policy has reduced the 

number of HMOs from 1,046 HMOs in March 2019 to 1,029 HMOs in February 2023, proving 

the no growth strategy to have been successful (Fife Council, 2023). The no growth goal in the 

number of HMO licenses stems from the fact that a considerable majority of 86% of the total 

of 1,219 HMO licenses across Fife were located in St Andrews in the year 2019, with St 

Andrews’ housing stock being accounted for 15% by HMO-licenced properties (Fife Council, 

2023). This disproportionate concentration of HMOs in St Andrews not only reflects the unique 

housing landscape of the town, but also underscores the challenges associated with 

studentification and housing affordability, prompting regulatory interventions aimed at 

preserving the residential diversity of the community (St Andrews QV, 2018). 
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Responses to HMO Policy Implications in St Andrews 

Whereas the no growth strategy has achieved its objective, the HMO overprovision policy has 

also prompted a decrease in available accommodation for St Andrews university students (a 

decrease of seventeen HMO licenses and thus accommodation for 124 occupants), leading to 

the University of St Andrews pointing out the issue of student homelessness (Fife Council, 

2023). Consequently, not only the university has announced to build more student halls and 

provide additional accommodation options outside of St Andrews, but also the Council has 

opted to introduce more flexibility to their targeted approach and renew the policy, promising 

to approve for up to fifteen new HMO licenses to be issued to private properties that are 

managed through the university to help counteract student homelessness (Fife Council, 2023). 

Nevertheless, the restriction of rental housing supply in St Andrews has increased tensions 

between different stakeholders involved, giving rise to activist groups and campaigns such as 

the Campaign for Affordable Student Housing (CASH) or the Confederation of St Andrews 

Residents’ Associations (CSARA; St Andrews QV, 2022), ultimately making it important to 

explore the issue of HMO licensing in St Andrews and the development of studentification in 

St Andrews in more detail. 
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3. Survey Team 

In 2022/2023, the Survey team created a Qualtrics survey to gather housing data from students 

consisting of 14 questions with multiple parts. Over the course of four weeks, this survey 

received 635 responses, of which 540 were fully completed. In their limited time frame, the 

previous team carried out some descriptive statistics and evaluated the demographics of survey 

respondents. Some initial regressions investigating whether people of different ethnicities and 

genders pay different rent were explored as well. In semester one of 2023/24, the Survey team 

was redirected to become Outreach and no progress was made on survey analysis. 

This semester, the Survey team furthered the analysis of the previous survey’s data and 

ran a second survey to collect additional useful housing data. The team comprises of four 

students: Elena Chesser, Laurie Dewar, Aniket Khurana, and Gabriella Yuschenkoff. Our aims 

were to clean and analyse the previous survey data, run a second survey, and complete 

preliminary analysis on the new data. In the first half of the semester, we divided into two 

teams: new survey and old survey. The new survey team, Aniket and Elena, endeavoured to 

rewrite the previous questions and design a new survey. The old survey team, Gabriella and 

Laurie, spent time cleaning and analysing the previous survey data to identify areas for 

improvement. Once the survey was released, we reconfigured the team structure with Gabriella 

and Laurie working on promotion efforts and Elena and Aniket focusing on Qualtrics. We 

received 716 responses to the new survey from undergraduate students and postgraduate 

students combined. Of these 716 responses, 607 were fully complete.  

 

3.1 22/23 Survey 

a. Data 
The anonymised responses from the previous survey are stored in the “All Respondents 

Cleaned” sheet in the excel file titled “HMO Caps in St Andrews VIP Survey Results”. It 

contains 540 observations. We used this data in our analysis, building on the previous team’s 

STATA code with new cleaning procedures and regressions (See Appendix 1). To complete 

meaningful analysis, we needed to standardise the data. This entailed: extracting responses that 

were variations of “n/a”; creating loops for each variable to check frequency of responses and 

standardize n/a responses; converting rent into a numerical variable rather than string; fixing a 

year of study typo; simplifying the variable names; Assigns dummy variables to qualitative 

responses (fee status, bedroom number, ethnicity and who is responsible for paying the rent) 

(For Stata code, see Appendices 2 and 3).We also found that some respondents reported their 

yearly data instead of monthly, which skewed the rent averages upwards. To correct this, after 

being converted from a string to a number the rent data is checked and values above £3000 

were assumed to be 9-month halls contracts and thus divided by 9. The new variable rent is 

used for regressions. (Appendix 4)  

 

b. Methods 
Using data gathered from the 2023 survey an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) model was 

constructed to explain the relationship between financial characteristics and rent. For simplicity 

we assume a linear relationship between the independent variables and rent. We also assume 

that for the characteristics under study the Gauss Markov assumptions hold. This is optimistic, 

particularly the orthogonality assumption as other factors, such as expected future earnings 

(and thus whether you chose to take out the maximum loan), would also affect one’s property 

choices. We hypothesised that the financial circumstances of the student: their fee status and 

who was responsible for rent payments would have had a significant impact on their rental 

budget. We controlled for the bedroom numbers of the properties under the assumption that 
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there would be a negative linear correlation between price and bedroom number (i.e. living in 

a studio would be the most expensive to rent). We also controlled for ethnicity to see if, in a 

majority white town, people of colour experienced a distinct housing market.   

We wanted to test the assumption that properties on the three streets and immediate 

surroundings (Market Street, South Street and North Street) have higher rents than properties 

further afield. Tesco Express on Market Street was designated as the centre of town – whilst 

this may not be the ideal location for all students, the area has the highest concentration of 

businesses and university buildings. The location data of respondents was stored as postcodes, 

and so we needed to create a numerical variable. To do so, firstly duplicates were removed, and 

the postcode variables were saved into a “postcode_survey” dataset which is updated throughout the 

process. The main dataset is then used. The postcode was extracted from the address variable (or 

postcode variations e.g. DD for Dundee). In cases where postcode was not given, the dataset of all St 

Andrews postcodes is paired with the address. This pairing is done through ‘fuzzy matching’: 

identifying the postcode from the street name whilst allowing for slight deviances. A similarity of a 

score greater than .7 is set as the cut off and invalid postcodes are set to missing. After the matching 

process the relevant dataset was reordered and unnecessary observations that weren’t matched but were 

contained in the second dataset were removed. Having merged the postcodes, we can now add the 

DistancetoTown data (the distance from Market Street Tesco retrieved from Google Maps) to our 

observations. This process is described in Appendix 11. 

  

c. Results 
When testing our assumption that the properties closest to the centre are the most 

expensive, we found that the correlation between distance to town and rent was only -0.1313. 

  

Figure 1 

Scatter Plot of Individual Monthly Rent and Distance to Town. 

  

To further test the impact of DistancetoTown on rent we set up a regression consisting 

of only these two variables (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 

Regression of DistancetoTown on Rent 

  

Whilst DistancetoTown was indeed significant in explaining rent (p-value of 0.024), 

the R-squared value was only 0.0173. This suggests that it is only a small proportion of the 

overall rent. However, the coefficient of ~ -43.77 on DistancetoTown provides quantitative 

information as to how much rent decreases as the distance to town from a respondent’s property 

increases. 

We then set up a regression for monthly rent using fee status, ethnicity, number of 

bedrooms and who pays your fees as the variables. The constant in the regression represents 

what the expected individual monthly rent is for a white, Scottish, family-funded student living 

in a studio.  

 

 
Figure 3 

Stata Generated Rent Regression. 
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Many variables in the regression were found to be insignificant at the 5% and 10% 

hypothesis level, however all bedroom variables were found to be significant. However, the 

large negative coefficients tied to flats with less bedrooms are unexpected. One would assume 

that with more bedrooms the rent per person would generally decrease. The regression 

demonstrates that six or more bedrooms decrease the rent by 127.36 while two bedrooms only 

decreases the rent by 165.40, implying that students living in properties with more bedrooms 

and more flatmates will pay more than a student living in a property with less bedrooms and 

less flatmates. 

There is no evidence of multicollinearity in the model or incorrect functional form. We 

also fail to reject the null of homoskedasticity with a p-value of 0.01 for the White test.   

  

  
Figure 4 

Test for Heteroskedasticity 

  

We hypothesised that international students would pay the highest rent out of the fee 

status categories due to the criteria of needing to afford fees between £20,000-£36,000. We 

also hypothesised that Rest of UK (RUK) students would pay the second highest rent, given 

that they must budget accommodation on top of £9,250 a year for tuition fees. This was 

confirmed by the survey results. The coefficient for RUK fee status was 9.420, which tells us 

that RUK students are expected to pay £9.42 more per month than Scottish students. For 

international students, the coefficient was 58.74, indicating a difference of £58.74 between the 

rents of Scottish and International fee-payers.  

Yet only the dummies of non-white, own-income, international are independently 

significant at the 0.05 level and there is not overwhelming evidence to rule out the possibility 

of incorrect functional form and omitted variable bias. Non-white students are expected to pay 

£7.99 less monthly rent than white students. The 'non-white' ethnicity group was created to test 

the assumption that housing circumstances could be negatively affected by belonging to a 

member of a non-white ethnic minority. Grouping non-white ethnicities also help us analyse a 

much larger sample as most individual ethnicities have small sample sizes (for example, only 

8 respondents identified themselves as “Black/African/Caribbean”, and 26 identified as 

“Mixed two or more ethnic groups”) - limiting our ability to draw reliable conclusions for 

individual non-white groups.   

Students using their student loans to pay for their accommodation are modelled to pay 

£40.32 less than those whose families pay their rent. Those with an accommodation grant are 

expected to pay £63.84 more than family funded students. Finally, those paying with their own 
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income are expected to pay £30.21 less than family funded students. The fact that some factors 

are statistically insignificant may be caused by the fact that many students use more than one 

source of income to pay their rent; for example, a student may have a small maintenance loan 

in addition to parental contributions. Without asking intrusive personal finance questions, it 

would be difficult to capture the precise impact of different factors. 

The number of bedrooms, intuitively, has a large impact on an individual monthly rent. 

On a descriptive level, studios were found to be the most expensive property type. Each relative 

to studios, five-bed properties were the second most expensive at £113.26 less per person, six 

or more-bed properties came in at £127.36 less per person, 3-bed properties at £163.82 less per 

person, 2-bed properties at £165.40 less per person and four-beds were the cheapest at £181.83 

less per person. We included these in the regression to separate an important predictor of rent 

from the fee category, ethnicity and funding source factors. 

We hypothesized that first-year responses were confounding the regression because we 

believed that allocation of first years into halls was arbitrary. To test this, we excluded first 

year students from the regression to see if they were blurring the model with random halls 

allocation. However, we found that removing first-years from the model does not significantly 

change the coefficients and the adjusted R-squared only changed from .179 to .171. This 

suggests that we should reject our hypothesis and conclude that our factors are also important 

for first-year hall selection. Anecdotally, this could be because students paying their rent with 

their own income may not choose expensive catering plans, which added just under £3000 to 

the 9-month contracts. 

 

 
Figure 5 

Regression as above but excluding First Year Students  

  

3.2 2024 Survey 

a. Data 
The anonymized responses for the new survey are stored in “All Responses” of the excel 

file “Anonymized Data 27.03” and has 716 observations. We used STATA to analyse this data, 

building on the code we created to evaluate the 22/23 survey’s responses. Because we 

standardized the response options in the survey (i.e. not allowing free “type your answer here” 
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responses), we did not need to clean as much of the data. A value of “63708” was changed to 

“637.08” in the rent responses as it was discovered that the respondent used a comma instead 

of a period to denote pence. Responses to “How much has your rent increased?” included “+” 

or worded answers such as “by ‘x’ amount in ‘y’ years”, however we did not clean this variable. 

We opted to only clean the variables we were planning to use in the regression, to save time 

and prioritize confirming our previous results.   

 

b. Methods 
Data was collected using a newly drafted survey created in Qualtrics. Once the survey 

was closed to respondents, the data was transformed into an excel file titles “Anonymized Data 

27.03” and converted into a do file for STATA analysis. We knew based off the previous survey 

analysis we conducted that fee status and income responsibility were two variables we would 

focus on within this analysis to understand how a student’s financial situation impacts their 

rent.  

Because undergraduates and postgraduates have different fee status classifications we 

grouped “Rest of UK,” “Scottish,” and “Islands” together to create the variable UK denoting 

the fee status of residents of the UK. This was done by generating a dummy variable labelled 

UK and replacing UK = 1 if variable feestatus was equal to "RUK (England, Wales, Northern 

Ireland, and Republic of Ireland)","Islands (Channel Islands and Isle of Man)", "Home 

(Scotland)", or "Home (UK, Channel Islands, and Isle of Man)"). This allows us to use both 

postgraduate and undergraduate responses to fee status in our regression to accurately explain 

fee status’s impact on rent for all student types.  

A second grouping labelled donotrent was created using a grouping of responses 

indicating students who lived in properties managed by someone living in the household or a 

relative of someone living in the household. Respondents that indicated living in properties 

managed by themselves or their family were also grouped into donotrent. To do this, we 

employed the same system used for creating grouped variable UK. We created a dummy 

variable labelled donotrent and replaced donotrent = 1 if Whoownsmanagesyourproperty was 

equal to "My family or me" or "Someone living in the household or a relative of someone in 

the household." Using a grouping will allow us to analyse the impact of property management 

type on an individual’s monthly rent and identify whether living in a personal property, with a 

relative, or someone who owns the property decreases rent.  

Preliminary testing revealed an international fee status (variable international) has a 

positive correlation with rent while a grouped UK fee status (variable UK) has an equivalent 

but negative correlation with rent. This was to be expected considering Scottish students are 

not required to pay tuition while international students are required to pay above £20,000 in 

tuition fees and have likely prepared in advance so can afford a larger budget.  

  

 
Figure 6 

Correlation of Fee Statuses and rent 
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We found that there is positive correlation between rent and familyfunded but negative 

correlations between rent and all other types of funding (i.e. external funding, scholarships, 

student loans, self-funding), implying that students whose family members pay their rent live 

in pricier accommodation.   

 

 
Figure 7 

Correlation of “Responsible for funding” Categories and rent 

  

Taking the mean of rent if rent > 1 (conditional to only count students who pay rent) in 

the new dataset reveals a slight decrease in the average rent from the 22/23 data to the 2024 

data. This is surprising – recent literature suggests that the average rent in St Andrews is 

increasing post-Covid. However, this is not a valid comparison because the 2023 average 

includes catered halls contracts, which added just under £3000 to the 9-month contract in the 

year the data was collected, skewing the data upwards. The 2024 average excludes halls 

contracts and therefore is likely to be biased downwards. Whilst there may have been housing 

demographic changes - (the decrease observed could be due to more students choosing to live 

outside of St Andrews and commute to save money) future teams should evaluate these 

numbers critically. 

 

 
Figure 8 

Mean Rent of 22/23 Survey Data  
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Figure 9 

Mean Rent of 2024 Survey Data 

  
Extensive address cleaning was not needed with the new survey responses. We used an 

address dataset acquired and formatted by Kieran Pirie. The first column of the dataset 

contained KY16 postcodes associated with St Andrews, Leuchars, Guardbridge, and other 

surrounding areas. The subsequent columns included the associated second half of the 

postcodes. This cleaned dataset was added to Qualtrics as a reference database. The postcode 

question asked in the survey used the dataset to enforce responses – meaning Qualtrics only 

counts the response as valid if the entered postcode has a match in the database. Respondents 

could not continue with the survey if their postcode did not match a postcode in the database. 

Respondents who answered “no” to the previous question “Do you live in St Andrews?” were 

redirected and asked to manually enter their address information. Upon successful completion 

of the postcode question, a follow up question with a drop-down list of addresses associated 

with the given postcode was shown to the participant. This lowered the friction for respondents 

to answer the address section (lower cost), and all postcode and address data exists in one 

format, removing the need for an extensive data cleaning process. Address data was then 

converted into a single variable address_master. 

Once again, we used postcode merging code from our previous analysis to allow us to 

test whether properties on the three streets and immediate surroundings (Market Street, South 

Street and North Street) have higher rents than properties further afield with the newly collected 

data. The excel file “Postcode Continuous Variable 1” sheet “Sheet1” was imported and the 

same process described in the previous survey analysis was employed. The DistancetoTown data 

(the distance from Market Street Tesco retrieved from Google Maps) was added to our observations to 

allow us to see the impact on rent. This process is described in Appendix 11.  

  

c. Results  
i. Distance to Town: Changes from Previous Analysis 

Previous analysis of the 22/23 yielded that the DistancetoTown variable had a 

correlation of -0.1313 to rent. Analysis of the 2024 survey data shows that the correlation 

between rent and DistancetoTown has increased to -0.1234, implying that the variable still has 

a negative impact on individual monthly rent, but the impact has decreased.  

Values for individual monthly rent on the scatterplot have also increased. The graph 

demonstrates an outlier of £2,900, higher than the previous graph’s outlier of ~£1,500. The 

graph does indicate that higher monthly rent data points occur from properties closer to town; 

all recorded monthly rents above £1,000 are located within two kilometres from the centre of 

town (Tesco in this model). This affirms our assumption that the properties closest to the centre 

are the most expensive. 
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Figure 10 

Scatterplot of rent and DistancetoTown with 2024 Survey Data 

  

A regression between rent and DistancetoTown is used to show the relationship of 

distance to town on rent. The coefficient for DistancetoTown is ~ -59.05, indicating that living 

one additional kilometre from Tesco decreases rent by £59.05. This is larger than the 

coefficient of -43.77 on DistancetoTown in the previous survey data, implying the newly 

collected data shows an increased impact of distance on rent. With a p-value of 0.023, 

DistancetoTown is significant in describing rent at the 5% and 10% level.  

  

 
Figure 11 

Regression of Rent and DistancetoTown with 2024 Survey Data 

 

While DistancetoTown was found to be significant in explaining rent, the R-squared 

was very minimal (0.0152) and we chose not include it in our regression analysis of the new 

survey data. We focused instead on replicating the previous regression used in analysing the 

22/23 survey data to build a comparison demonstrating how the data has changed.  
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ii. Regression One: Explaining the average rent of students using fee 

status, ethnicity, and income responsibility 

 

Building off the regression used in analysing the survey responses from 22/23 in PR1, 

we ran a regression of similar variables based on the new survey’s responses. The variables 

used in this regression are UK, extfunding, white, studentloans, selffunded, and scholarship. 

The variable UK encapsulates students with a fee status falling under RUK, Scotland, and 

Islands. Variable extfunding captures respondents who use external funding to pay their 

expenses, studentloan captures students who have student loans, selffunded refers to students 

who fund their own expenses, and scholarship denotes respondents who use money from a 

scholarship to pay their fees. The variable white captures respondents who indicated that they 

are of white ethnicity. The constant in the regression represents what the expected individual 

monthly rent is for a non-white, international, family-funded student.   

  

 
Figure 12 

Regression of Fee Status, Funding, and Ethnicity Variables to Describe rent 

  

All variables are found to be significant at the 10% hypothesis level except studentloans 

and white. This implies that there is not a strong explanatory relationship between rent and 

students who use student loans, or students who are white. Coefficients on all variables are 

negative, but this is unsurprising given we expected UK students who are not family-funded to 

live in less-expensive accommodation. Adjusted R-squared is low, implying that there is room 

for improvement in the regression.   

White’s test for heteroskedasticity reveals we reject the null of homoskedasticity with 

a p-value of 0.8414. However, the model is robusted to account for this.  
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Figure 13 

White’s Test for Regression One 

  

A RESET test F-statistic value of 2.03 is smaller than the critical value of 2.37 

indicating that there is insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis and the model’s 

functional form may be correctly specified. Additionally, the p-value is 0.1097, supporting the 

conclusion that there is not enough evidence to suggest rejecting the null hypothesis that the 

model is correctly specified.  

  

 
Figure 14 

Ramsey Reset Test for Regression One 

 

A histogram of the residuals demonstrates a slight rightward skewed distribution. This 

indicates that the mean of the residual is higher than both the median and the mode. The data 

is mostly clustered around 0, implying there is not a large amount of variability in the data. 

There is, however, an outlier to the right past 2000. This is likely skewing the interpretation of 

the data, giving us the rightward skew versus a normal distribution.  
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Figure 15 

Histogram of Regression One Residuals with 2024 Survey Data 

  

The results of this regression confirm our hypothesis that international students with 

family funding pay a higher individual monthly rent than the standard UK student with other 

types of funding. The regression yields that the average international, non-white, family-funded 

student pays £815.18 in individual monthly rent. If a student falls into the UK fee status 

grouping, they pay £100.32 less in individual monthly rent. This demonstrates a significant 

difference in rent for international students and UK grouped students, indicating that our 

previous findings in the analysis of the 22/23 survey were correct.  

Students who use external funding pay £261.80 less and students who are self-funded 

(i.e. use their own income) pay on average £89.02 less. A student with a scholarship pays 

£171.95 less in rent. Students with student loans pays £27.64 less and students who identify as 

white in ethnicity pay £38.6 less, but these results were found to be insignificant. It is important 

to consider that the results yielded using funding variables may be biased; many students use 

more than one source of income to pay their rent, and this was not an option in the survey 

question. 

  

iii. Regression Two: Explaining the average rent of students who do not 

live in private let or rented properties 

 

The second regression explains the average rent of students who do not live in private 

let or rented properties. The variables used in this regression included the variables from 

regression one, however a new variable donotrent is included. This variable represents a 

grouping of respondents who do live in properties owned by their family/ themselves or who 

live with someone who owns the house or a relative of someone in the household. The constant 

in the regression represents what the expected individual monthly rent is for a non-white, 

international, family-funded student living in private let or rented accommodation. 
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Figure 16 

Regression of Fee status, Funding, Ethnicity, and Housing Type Variables 

  

Three variables are found to be insignificant at the 5% and 10% levels: extfunding, 

white, and studentloans. In the previous regression not including variables for property type, 

extfunding was found to be significant. Most notably the coefficient on grouping variable 

donotrent is ~ –324.07. This implies that students who do not rent properties or use private 

landlords will pay £324.08 less on average, significantly less than students who do rent. This 

is expected but extremely interesting to see in numbers. R-squared on this regression is higher, 

indicating that the inclusion of donotrent increases the explanatory power of the regression. 

However, there is still room for improvement and the regression does not explain much of the 

variability of rent.  

White’s test yields a p-value of 0.9903, demonstrating that we reject the null of 

homoskedasticity. There is heteroskedasticity in the model, however we robust the regression 

above to account for this.  

 
Figure 17 

White’s Test on Regression Two 

 

A RESET test F-statistic value of 1.25 is smaller than the critical value of 2.37 

indicating that there is insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis and the model’s 

functional form may be correctly specified. Additionally, the p-value is 0.2920, supporting the 
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conclusion that there is not enough evidence to suggest rejecting the null hypothesis that the 

model is correctly specified. 

 

 
Figure 18 

RESET Test for Regression Two 

  

A histogram of the residuals for regression two demonstrates a long tail and a rightward 

skewed distribution. This indicates that the mean of the residual is higher than both the median 

and the mode. The data is mostly clustered around 0, implying there is not a large amount of 

variability in the data. There is, however, an outlier to the right past 2000. This is likely skewing 

the interpretation of the data, giving us the rightward skew versus a normal distribution. These 

residuals have a higher frequency around zero than in regression one and no cluster of residuals 

near –1000 is visible.  

  

 
Figure 19 

Histogram of Regression Two Residuals 

 

Overall, this regression yields slightly different results from regression one. The 

inclusion of the grouped variable donotrent allows for analysis of housing type and its impact 

on ta respondent’s monthly individual rent. On average, an international, family-funded, non-

white student living in private let or rented properties pays £837.49 in individual monthly rent, 

slightly higher than the amount signified in regression one without the donotrent variable.  

Students who do not live in private let or rented properties pay £324.08 less in monthly 

rent than their counterparts. This is likely demonstrative of commuter students living at home 

that do not pay rent, explaining the large decrease. Considering the decrease in mean rent 

observed in above analysis, this confirms thoughts that more students are choosing to commute 

to school from properties further from the centre of town, contributing to the decrease in mean 

rent observed.  

 

 

3.3 Drop-off Analysis 

The survey was designed to reduce the friction of completion. Structurally, this was achieved 

through having choice type questions instead of a text entry to allow for quicker completion of 

the survey. The most significant impact of this was on the address question, where instead of 

respondents entering their complete address, they had to enter their postcode, and a dropdown 

would be populated with all associated addresses. Coupled with other improvements in survey 

design, offer a possible explanation for the improvement in completion rate [67.3% to 84.8%]. 

However, this approach had a known issue, for those completing the survey on mobile, 
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Qualtrics occasionally does not recognise the postcode even if it is entered correctly. This 

meant that respondents facing this issue could not proceed further as this question was required. 

Figure 20 highlights this in orange, where the respondent entered a valid postcode but 

subsequently exited the survey without Qualtrics recognising their postcode. 

  

 
Figure 20 

Graph Displaying Response Rates Distribution of Survey 

  

  Beyond that, there is no trend in drop-off points, except for a slight uptick when the 

postcode question was displayed. Note that this differs from earlier as respondents did not 

attempt the question, hence a lower completion rate as there is no recorded response. The first 

possible explanation is that the jump in drop-off is not extreme and could be entirely “random”. 

The second explanation is that as this is sensitive data which not all respondents may be 

comfortable sharing address, and hence left the survey. 

Despite address lookup question issue, overall, we see a substantial improvement in 

completion rate which supports our choice to move to a choice question structure. There may 

be alternative approaches to the address question implementation when considering future 

surveys that can fix this issue without losing functionality. 

3.4 Channel Analysis 

As part of the survey design, a deliberate attempt was made to identify the source of every 

survey response. Figure 21 shows the channel breakdown of complete and incomplete survey 

responses. A few notes to consider: Firstly, HSADirect captures responses directly instigated 

by members of the VIP. Secondly, Instagram responses include any interaction on the social 

platform including outreach not by our Instagram account: university societies and our personal 

accounts. Thirdly, the responses from society emails have been clubbed into the Societies 

channel even though there is raw data for this. This was done as this data is highly fragmented, 

and the most significant contribution of a single society was only six responses. To identify 

survey sampling issues by channel, such few responses would not present a strong case. 
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Figure 21 

Graph Displaying Completed vs Incomplete Survey Responses by Channel  

  

To avoid drawing conclusions from small samples, only the top ten channels by number 

of completed responses will be used to identify any sampling issues, as seen in Figure 21. The 

benchmarks represent the official data published by the University of St Andrews in 2019, and 

although the student demographics at present are likely to differ, they serve as a reference 

point.1 

 
Figure 23 

Graph Displaying Top 10 References by Completed Responses vs Benchmark, Sorted by % 

Female 

  

Overall, responses from all but one (School of Economics & Finance) of our top-

performing channels skew towards Females further than the benchmark. This is indicative of 

our entire survey sample also skewing in this direction. Our current data only serves as a gauge 

of which channels attracted the most responses, which is helpful for future survey targeting but 

does little to identify sampling bias on an actionable level. To do so, we need to obtain or 

estimate each channel's population size and breakdown. This would identify whether the skew 

comes from the inherit gender bias within the channels we target or whether our marketing 

approach leads to only a particular type of person answering. Finally, data on population size 

by channel would give us the conversion rate for each channel. This is useful as it can highlight 

successful and unsuccessful promotion strategies if they differ by channel and showcase the 

channels where the audience is most interested/likely to engage without work. 

  

 

1 Student equality, diversity and inclusion report 2019, University of St Andrews, <https://www.st-

andrews.ac.uk/about/edi-progress-reports/student-equality-diversity-and-inclusion-report-2019> [Accessed 5 

April 2024]. 
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3.5 Discussion  

 

a. 2023 Survey Analysis Discussion 

 

Whilst the rent prices in St Andrews have been rising rapidly in the past few years due 

to increasing number of students in the same space, we hypothesise that most students choose 

where they live based on first available property rather than their preferences. Exploring actual 

rent paid, as opposed to one’s willingness to pay, may have significantly reduced the 

explanatory power of individual characteristics. Someone may have a budget of over £1000, 

but if they are offered a property on Lamond Drive for £600 a month, they may take it. 

Similarly, we would like to test whether students’ decision of where to live is randomly 

allocated, due to everyone simply accepting the first property offered, or whether there is a 

correlation between location and personal characteristics of the respondents.   

We could also explore the two indicators of students’ willingness to pay, through the 

explicit willingness to pay questions about properties on Market Street, Lamond Drive and in 

Dundee, and “How much would your rent have to increase for you to move?”. The previous 

survey attempted to capture willingness to pay by presenting hypothetical properties in Dundee, 

on Lamond Drive, and Market Street. However, these questions were not often answered, and 

we suspect respondents interpreted the questions as what they expected to pay, rather than their 

maximum budget. Respondents for whom a family member pays for their rent (278 

respondents, >50%) may also not be aware of their family member or guardian’s maximum 

budget for rent. This is an opportunity for the new survey to gather more reflective answers.  

The survey data could be of interest to all the other three teams. Modelling can utilise 

the willingness to pay responses to craft a demand function. Although the Register team now 

have the full HMO data from Fife Council, the responses could be used to confirm properties 

with 3 or more bedrooms. Similarly, the Price team could use the new rent data in conjunction 

with the previous one to examine how rent of specific properties has changed over time. (Some 

respondents provided us with this data explicitly, others we can match through the addresses)  

These questions informed our new survey. We modified the address question to be a 

drop-down list of postcodes followed by a drop-down of addresses, making it easier to analyse. 

We added questions about how long respondent actively searched for properties before 

securing a contract and whether they actively considered properties outside of St Andrews.  

  

b. 2024 Survey Roll-out 

 

The survey promotion had two main goals: to achieve a high response rate and a 

representative sample. Our higher response and completion rates compared to the previous 

wave is an achievement and indicates that we have been successful in the first goal. Beyond 

the survey design the higher sample is largely down to our marketing decisions. With the 

notable exception of a general bias towards female participants, the survey-takers also match 

the overall typical characteristics of the wider St Andrews student population. To help 

demonstrate our professionality and engender trust, the team updated the module’s style and 

branding. All assets created are now available for future teams in the graphics pack. We would 

highly recommend future teams reuse this graphic and colour scheme, having established an 

aesthetic which will be easily recognised by previous participants future teams are likely to 

benefit from this ‘brand recognition.’  

The survey was marketed using five core channels: St Andrews academic channels and 

locations (Academic presidents’ newsletters and library television screens); The Students 

Union (emails and social accounts of SRC members); student societies; the St Andrews 

Housing Instagram account and word of mouth advertising. We would recommend the 
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continued use of all these channels in further survey waves. Social media accounts appear to 

be the most successful source of engagement, beyond posting our own account we the survey 

was promoted on general St Andrews meme or discussion pages (mauricioatstandrews, 

fessdrews, crushdrews) and housing specific accounts (CASH and GetARoom). Our main 

recommendation would be to use our social media channels more effectively.  

Firstly, this could be achieved by increasing engagement with the social media account 

all year-round, through posting project updates to generate an organic following. This was a 

considered outreach method yet the time commitment to results ratio was ambiguous and thus 

it was not carried out. Our primary suggestion for future teams would be to carry out paid 

online advertising, something that this year’s team did not carry out. This could be useful for 

increasing the number of respondents as well as using targeted advertising to correct for 

demographic biases.  

This year our survey was largely representative reflecting the expected number BAME 

students, international students and commuters, an oversampling of women appears to be the 

only characteristic that unrepresentative of the wider student population. Yet this is still 

concerning as it could reflect bias in unobservable characteristics, possibly undermining the 

validity of our survey. We would thus suggest that, possibly alongside purchasing general 

audience online marketing, the team should use demographic controls to increase the number 

of male participants.  

The delay between requesting approval and posting on external social media accounts 

was another issue, both a longer survey time and better preparation could have likely increased 

our responses. Similarly, both the library graphics and inclusion in the union president were 

only active for less than a week before the survey closed. Other possible ignored or 

underutilised channels were the VIP website, the memos@st-andrews.ac.uk, and physical 

marketing. Though flyers were made on the request of management it appears they were never 

printed, or if printed, never scanned.    

Following last years practice, the survey team spend money on gift card incentives. 

Since all our marketing materials mentioned this reward there is currently no data as to whether 

respondents are more likely to fill out the survey given material incentives. Data as to the 

importance of this incentive could be gathered by the next team. For its ability to tackle survey 

gender bias as well as the lack of evidence that the cash rewards provided meaningful survey 

engagement, we would speculatively suggest, in future, these funds may be better put towards 

online marketing.  

 

  

c. 2024 Survey Analysis Discussion 

 

Over the course of the project, our team has worked hard to identify relationships 

between rent and its explanatory variables to contribute to discussions of demand side factors. 

We had many accomplishments during our research. Using analysis we conducted on the 

previous survey’s data we were able to identify areas of improvement in the question structure. 

This aided us in drafting a new survey and guided how we structures the questions from 

verbiage to response style (i.e. drop-down function). The new style of survey provided cleaner 

responses and decreased the friction for respondents, yielding a higher complete response rate. 

We employed a different outreach approach that contributed to our increase in responses. 

Instead of spending time printing flyers and handing them out in popular locations, we opted 

to promote the survey fully online though emails, social media channels, and personal 

communications. This increased our responses from 635 in four weeks to 716 responses within 

ten days. Additionally, using our improved survey model, we have gathered a comprehensive 

data on key characteristics of undergraduate and postgraduate students attending the University 
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of St Andrews. This dataset captures a range of potential explanatory factors of rent such as 

fee status, ethnicity, gender. Preliminary data analysis has provided insightful information, 

building upon the work of the 22/23 Survey team. This will be instrumental in guiding future 

teams in their analysis.  

Although the response data improved with the new survey structure, there is significant 

room for improvement. Although “how do you describe yourself” variables were not included 

in the regression, these data points could prove useful. Ways to diversify the responses and 

capture a more representative sample should be explored. The demanding timeline of the 

project has restricted the analysis conducted by our new on the 2024 survey data. As a result, 

multiple explanatory variables of rent were not explored; subsequent teams should endeavour 

to expand our analysis to examine the impacts of other response data. Additionally, limitations 

on the “Who is primarily responsible for paying your rent?” question responses may have 

created some skewed results. Allowing respondents to select multiple sources of income (i.e. 

student loans and own income) should be explored to accurately capture respondent behaviour.  

 

d. Opportunities for Further Exploration 

There is plenty of scope for further analysis of the data collected in the new survey. We 

did not have time to import the rent data for halls residents into the dataset. Once that is 

complete, the number of rent observations will increase by 220 and allow future teams to 

explore the characteristics of those who choose to remain in halls and which halls they choose 

to stay in.  

We also collected information about the subject of the respondent, which could be 

analysed to find out whether subjects with higher forecasted earnings after their degree have a 

higher willingness to pay. This could be combined with what we know about their financial 

situation to see, for example, whether those with a scholarship who study high earning potential 

subjects pay more for their accommodation compared to those who have lower earning 

potential.  

The willingness to pay question has not yet been explored. We asked about 

respondents’ individual monthly rent budget, and this could be modelled alongside numerous 

other answers. Firstly, we could examine whether there is a disparity between what students 

actually pay and what they are willing to pay. This would tie into our hypothesis that 

distribution of properties has less to do with the characteristics of renters than would be 

expected, due to the highly competitive nature of the rental market in St Andrews. We could 

model monthly rent budget as an approximation of willingness to pay and find out whether the 

factors we explored for rent in general can also be applied to rent budget. 

The other possible Y variables that could be examined to shed light on the housing 

environment include applying for properties outside of St Andrews, declining an offer of a 

property, and how many months respondents actively searched for somewhere to live. We also 

have additional X variables such as Sports Centre visitation frequency, bicycle and car 

ownership, and the Likert scale of factors regarding accommodation preferences that the 

respondents completed. 

There is also scope for a time series of properties in the town – it would be very 

interesting if the Supply team could utilise the two datasets to see how the rents have changed 

over time, by matching addresses from each survey. 

Conclusion 

 

 The team has made significant contributions to understanding student rent preferences 

and our survey design and marketing plan was instrumental in gathering this result. We have 

demonstrated that the financial characteristics of students are significant in explaining the 
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demand side of the student housing market. This result, though limited by possible sample bias 

and the issues with our Gauss Markov assumptions already stated, is important to 

understanding the impacts of increasing rent on students. If fee status and funding sources 

continue to predict rent paid this may suggest that certain groups could be priced out of the 

town. However, many aspects of student preferences as well as the possibility of constructing 

panel data, remain unexplored.    
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4. Register Team 

Fife Council is legally required to maintain a publicly accessible database of all active HMO 

licences in Fife.2 This publication discloses information relating to licences issued within the 

past 5 years including the property’s address, the applicant’s name, the letting agent, the 

number of occupants, the licencing decision, and the licence issue, expiration, and application 

dates. An example observation from the published HMO Register PDF is given below. 

 

 

An observation from the Fife Council HMO Public Register (Q2 2023)3 

 

The register team aimed to analyse the Fife Council HMO Register to identify trends in the 

supply of HMO-licenced properties over time and evaluate the impact of the HMO 

Overprovision Policy on housing supply. During the previous academic year, the team 

produced various descriptive statistics on the supply of HMO-licenced properties in St. 

Andrews and ran a regression to identify selective licence attrition based on property 

characteristics. However, these results were derived from flawed data inherited from a previous 

team’s attempt to manually convert the register from PDF into a machine-readable format. 

Consequently, the findings were inaccurate and produced solely as proof-of-concept, as 

outlined in the Martinmas Semester 2023/24 Progress Report. This year, our work has focused 

on obtaining accurate register data and replicating our analysis from the previous year. We 

successfully obtained the HMO register dating from 2010 to 2024 from the Council using 

Freedom of Information legislation4. Simultaneously, we converted the public register PDF 

into a machine-readable format using Stata and Python. Using both datasets, we obtained basic 

descriptive statistics and ran selective attrition regressions. Finally, we analysed the Short Term 

Let Register which is maintained by Fife Council as required under legislation5. This dataset 

provides information on currently actively short-term let licenses and applications. We also 

produced a range of supplementary data files to support other teams’ research including a 

database of inflation-adjusted property values based on the most recent sale price of all 

properties in St Andrews derived from the Land Register of Scotland and a database of the 

Council Tax Bands assigned to dwellings in St Andrews using data from the Scottish Assessors 

Association.  

 

The register team included Kieran Pirie (kmp21) and Finn Watson (forw1). Tasha Delvecchio 

(td61) was also a member of the team during the first half of the semester. 

 

 

 

2 The Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 Part 5 
3 Fife Council (2023) “HMO Public Register – Q2 2023” 
4 Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2022 
5 The Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 (Licensing of Short-term Lets) Order 2022 

https://www.fife.gov.uk/kb/docs/articles/housing/private-rented-sector/homes-in-multiple-occupancy-licence/hmo-public-register#:~:text=If%20you%20require%20a%20full,fife.gov.uk%20directly.&text=(b)%20the%20security%20of%20any,after%20the%20previous%20quarter%20ends.
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:b:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/Progress%20Report%202%20_SD%26LB.pdf?csf=1&web=1&e=tOtoFe
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4.1 Data 

This section begins with an overview of the datasets used in our analysis, followed by a 

discussion on data gathering using Freedom of Information legislation, and finally a 

presentation of key descriptive statistics. 

HMO Register 

Fife Council publishes periodic versions of the HMO Register online in accordance with the 

Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 Part 5. However, they publish the data in .pdf format which is 

not machine-readable and thus unsuitable for data analysis. Therefore, we submitted a Freedom 

of Information (FOI) request to Fife Council, as described subsequently, to request a copy of 

the register from 2010-present in .csv format.  

We received a version of the file that was exported on 9th February 2024 so reflects the status 

of applications on that specific date. The dataset contains ten variables at the license level 

including address, ward, application reference number, licence status, application decision, 

occupancy, application receipt date, licence issue date, and licence expiry date. Additionally, 

the “LISTAT” variable contains a coded version of the license status variable. An example 

observation is given below. 

 

An observation from “All HMO Apps.xlsx” 

Several variables contained in the public register are missing from the historic register we 

received through FOI. This is because the Council were unable to export certain variables (such 

as applicant name and address) in .csv format. 

We cleaned the dataset by adding missing postcodes and merging it with a supplementary 

dataset containing postcode-level information such as coordinates and walking distance to 100 

Market Street. The process used to produce the supplementary dataset is described 

subsequently. We also converted the dataset to long-form, which presents an observation for 

each license for every month between January 2010 and February 2024 and indicates whether 

the property is active in any given month using the issue and expiry date variables. The cleaned 

license-level dataset is available here, and an example observation is given below. The Stata 

code used to produce the cleaned dataset is presented in Appendix 5. 

  

https://www.fife.gov.uk/kb/docs/articles/housing/private-rented-sector/homes-in-multiple-occupancy-licence/hmo-public-register
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Data/All%20HMO%20Apps.xlsx?d=w695798908af941aca962575cb28afff7&csf=1&web=1&e=aOB83p
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Data/Postcode%20Continuous%20Variable%201.xlsx?d=w062a52c66ed64aef9025e827192db69e&csf=1&web=1&e=10JwY2
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Data/Postcode%20Continuous%20Variable%201.xlsx?d=w062a52c66ed64aef9025e827192db69e&csf=1&web=1&e=10JwY2
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Data/FOIRegister_Cleaned.dta?csf=1&web=1&e=Eexnyv
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An observation from “FOIRegister_Cleaned.dta” 

We also produced “FOIRegister_UniRemoved_Cleaned” which is identical in all respects 

except for its exclusion of university halls. We created this dataset to analyse the impact of the 

Overprovision Policy on the private rental sector. The Stata code used to produce the cleaned 

long-form data with university licences removed is outlined in Appendix 6. 

Finally, we produced a property-level dataset (a derivative of the license-level dataset with 

university properties removed) to conduct the selective attrition regression. The process 

involved algorithmic matching of addresses and postcodes complimented by manual matching 

and review. Each license held by a property is numbered from 1 to 8, and corresponding 

variables are created to capture license-level information. For example, in the observation 

presented below, license 4 (AppRef_4) was applied for on 2 June 2010 (Received_4), granted 

with conditions (Decision_4) on 6 October 2010 (Issued_4), and expired 

(StatusDesc_4/LISTAT_4) on 7 June 2013 (Expiry_4). The numbering of the licenses is not 

chronological. The Stata code used to produce the property-level dataset is outlined in 

Appendix 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An observation from “FOI_Register_PropLevel_Final.dta” 

https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Data/FOIRegister_UniRemoved_Cleaned.dta?csf=1&web=1&e=DC0ozy
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Data/FOI_Register_PropLevel_Final.dta?csf=1&web=1&e=zvkWX2
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Several variations of the license-level dataset were produced for other teams: 

• “ActiveHMObyNumberofProps_byPostcode_2012to2024.xlsx” – presents the number 

of active licenses per postcode per year and the ratio of active licenses to the number 

of properties in each postcode by year. The number of properties in each postcode by 

year was calculated using a supplementary dataset obtained from the Scottish Assessors 

Association, which we discuss later. This data was shared with the demand team for 

inclusion in their hedonic pricing regression and with the supply team to quantify the 

supply of HMO properties in their model. In the future, this dataset may be used for a 

dedicated study of localised studentification. The*.do file used to produce this file is 

available here. 

• “MonthlyActiveBedrooms.xlsx” – presents the number of licensed occupants by 

month. We also produced smoothed numbers using a twelfth-order moving average. 

This data was shared with the supply team for inclusion in their model. The*.do file 

used to produce this file is available here. 

• “MonthlyActiveLicenses.xlsx” – presents the number of licensed HMO properties by 

month. We also produced smoothed numbers using a twelfth order moving average. 

This data was shared with supply for inclusion in the model. The*.do file used to 

produce this file is available here. 

We emphasised to each team that the supply numbers after February 2024 are misleading as 

they do not consider the possibility of license renewals. Therefore, future teams should exercise 

extreme caution when interpreting the supply statistics after the date at which the file was 

exported by Fife Council.  

 

HMO Register – PDF Conversion 

Prior to receiving the HMO Register from Fife Council in *.csv format, we systematically 

converted the published .pdf version into a *.dta format using Stata. The descriptive statistics 

and results discussed subsequently use the files outlined above. However, upon comparing the 

.csv file with the dataset produced through our PDF conversion process, we identified very few 

discrepancies. Therefore, the PDF conversion code may be useful for future teams if they wish 

to analyse public registers published in .pdf format only.  

When the PDF data is loaded into Stata, licence data is not formatted into discrete information 

variables (e.g. application reference number, applicant name, issue date). Instead, each licence 

‘row’ is treated as a single string that contains several pieces of licence information. An 

example of how a licence is formatted when imported into Stata is given below. 

  

https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/ActiveHMObyNumberofProps_byPostcode_2012to2024.xlsx?d=w39369da0cce14ab8bddaa25c73ecfb1d&csf=1&web=1&e=INfX95
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Commands/Price%20Team/ActiveHMObyNumberofProps_byPostcode_2012to2024.do?csf=1&web=1&e=JwpCxL
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/MonthlyActiveBedrooms.xlsx?d=w2cb6c150f5fa4b9ab789eb2a93a9eb6a&csf=1&web=1&e=6NLSiw
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Commands/Descriptive%20Statistics/FOI%20HMO%20Register%20-%20Feb%202024/Smoothed_MonthlyBedroomSupply_FOIData_Revised_KP.do?csf=1&web=1&e=Q98f1q
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/MonthlyActiveLicenses.xlsx?d=w17b81616e2e44f0d9e8a64e5588d2d96&csf=1&web=1&e=mHJXew
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Commands/Descriptive%20Statistics/FOI%20HMO%20Register%20-%20Feb%202024/Smoothed_MonthlyActiveLicences_FOIData_Revised_KP.do?csf=1&web=1&e=sY2gGy
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Observation from HMO Register 

 

 
The same observation once imported into Stata 

 

Each row contains several pieces of discrete licence information. For example, the first row 

contains the application reference number, application name, ward, address, licence status, 

application date, issue date, expiration date, occupancy, and licence decision. Because of this, 

regex commands must be used to extract the relevant substring based of known patterns in the 

data. For example, if a licence row contains three dates (DD/MM/YYYY), the three dates will 

be extracted into application date, issue date, and expiration date variables, respectively. In 

ExpeditedPDFData_FW.do, application reference number, application date, issue date, 

expiration date, total occupancy, and ward information are extracted into separate variables and 

converted into long-form formatting to produce ExpeditedPDFData_LongFormRevised.dta 

(Appendix 8). An example observation is given below.  

 

An observation from “ExpeditedPDFData_LongFormRevised.dta” 

 

Short-Term Let Register 

Fife Council introduced a short-term let licensing scheme on 1st October 2022 that requires that 

properties used for short-term letting be licensed. Properties that operated as short-term lets 

before 1st October 2022 had until 1st October 2023 to apply for a licence. After that date, they 

could only continue to operate if they had applied for a licence before the deadline which was 

pending or been granted a short-term let licence. The Council indicated that it would take 12 

months to determine applications submitted by existing operators. Therefore, at the time of our 

analysis, many applications were showing as pending whilst operating as short-term lets. 

Therefore, we considered all properties on the register as active short-term rental properties.  

The Council maintains a public register of short-term let applications online in accordance with 

The Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 (Licensing of Short-term Lets) Order 2022. The 

version we analysed was published on 12 March 2024. 

 

https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Commands/PDF%20Converter/Week4_ExpeditedPDFData_FW.do?csf=1&web=1&e=myaaHP
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Data/ExpeditedPDFData_LongFormRevised.dta?csf=1&web=1&e=68sJyw
https://www.fife.gov.uk/__data/assets/excel_doc/0018/421326/STL-Public-Register-12.03.24.xlsx
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/HMOVIP2023-24-Register_S2/ER6b6TDdl2pMlAUrPHxYD3ABxs4UtJkk8T1r_Lj0TZVt1A?e=Aefbuh
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An example observation is presented below.  

 

 

 

An observation from “STL-Public-Register-12.03.24.xlsx” 

 

Supplementary Dataset – Council Tax Valuation List 

We purchased a copy of the Council Tax Valuation List from the Scottish Assessors 

Association for £50 in February 2024. The body is responsible for maintaining a register of all 

heritable properties in Scotland for local taxation purposes. Summarily, the database contains 

information relating to every property liable for council tax in Scotland. The variable 

descriptors are presented in the table below. 

# Field Description 

1 ASSESSOR Assessor area 

2 UNITARY_AUTHO
RITY 

Local Authority Name 

3 UARN Unique Assessor’s Reference Number (only unique within each assessor 
area) 

4 SAON Address of property (structured using the BS7666 standard address 
format) 
•Secondary Addressable Object Name 
• Primary Addressable Object Name 
• Street 
• Locality 
• Town 
• Administrative Area 
• Post Town 

5 PAON 

6 STREET 

7 LOCALITY 

8 TOWN 

9 ADMIN_AREA 

10 POST_TOWN 

11 PCOUT Outward postcode (first part of postcode) 

12 PCIN Inward postcode (second part of postcode) 

13 BAND The valuation band allocated to the property 

14 EFFDATE The effective date of the Council Tax band 

15 GARAGE Domestic Garage (G) or Store (S) entered in Council Tax list as pertinent 
to a dwelling 

An example observation is given below. 

https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Data/SAADatabase.csv?d=w71a11d36d9044e71b0b9c896f65e059f&csf=1&web=1&e=ecIXb6
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An observation from “SAADatabase.csv” 

This dataset was originally purchased to integrate an address lookup function into the Qualtrics 

survey to ensure standardised address formatting. We supported the Survey team by cleaning 

the database and reformatting the data into a format accepted by Qualtrics. The files shared 

with the Survey team are available here, and the*.do file used for cleaning and reformatting is 

available here. 

 

Supplementary Dataset – Postcode-Level Information 

We produced a dataset containing geographic information at the postcode level, including 

walking distance to 100 Market Street (a point that roughly approximates the ‘amenity centre’ 

of St Andrews) according to Google Maps and geographic coordinates. The walking distance 

information was gathered manually in Martinmas 2021/22 and the geographic coordinates were 

obtained from an online batch address to coordinate convertor. This data has been used by all 

teams to supplement existing datasets including survey responses, price indexes, and licensed 

property registers. 

 

An observation from “Postcode Continuous 1.xlsx” 

 

Supplementary Dataset – Property Sale Price Database 

We created a database containing the last purchase price and date for every property in St 

Andrews by manually scraping the Land Register of Scotland (ScotLIS) maintained by 

Registers of Scotland. We searched each St Andrews postcode individually and copied the 

output table into a spreadsheet. The data was scraped on 14 March 2024 and provided to the 

supply team for use in their hedonic pricing regression.  

We approximated a current valuation for all properties (AdjPrice_HPI) using the Scottish 

Housing Price Index. We assumed that any property bought in a given year would receive the 

full benefit of that year’s annual property value growth as reported in December of that year. 

However, the growth in St Andrews property valuations has exceeded the Scottish average for 

a significant period, so this approximation is likely downward biased. Additionally, future 

participants should be mindful that the last sale price does not necessarily reflect current value 

if property owners have made improvements/renovations.  

Since property titles can encompass multiple physical properties, we added a caution variable 

(Caution_MultipleProperties) that equals 1 when another property within the same postcode 

https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/Register%20Team/Qualtrics%20Address%20Data?csf=1&web=1&e=zySQ2A
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Commands/SAA%20Data?csf=1&web=1&e=adfljX
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Data/Postcode%20Continuous%20Variable%201.xlsx?d=w062a52c66ed64aef9025e827192db69e&csf=1&web=1&e=TR8L0o
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:b:/r/sites/HMOVIP/Shared%20Documents/General/CURRENT/Semester%201/Student%27s%20Resources/FINAL%20PRODUCTS/Progress%20Report%202%20(Nov).pdf?csf=1&web=1&e=bIEsxK
https://gridreferencefinder.com/postcodeBatchConverter/
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/Register%20Team/Data%20Gathering%20excl.%20Fife%20Council/ScotLIS/ScotLIS_Clean_Mar2024.xlsx?d=w813109fb31094d7b91cda79517b33775&csf=1&web=1&e=obLZcD
https://scotlis.ros.gov.uk/
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has been sold for the same price on the same day (indicating the price listed is for a multi-

property title and should not be considered). Additionally, properties are occasionally sold for 

extremely low sums (e.g., £1) for inheritance tax planning purposes. Therefore, we added a 

caution variable (Caution_MisleadingPrice) that equals 1 when AdjPrice_HPI < 20,000. 

The*.do file used for cleaning is available here.  

An example observation is presented below. 

 

An observation from “ScotLIS_Clean_Mar2024.xlsx” 

 

Freedom of Information Data Gathering 

Under British law, the public has the right to request any information held by public authorities 

including local authorities and universities6. This semester, we embarked on a large-scale data-

gathering campaign using Freedom of Information (FOI) to request data from 11 local 

authorities, 15 universities, and 66 individual Colleges at the universities of Cambridge and 

Oxford. The responses and a selection of FOI request templates are available here. 

The details of our requests are outlined below: 

• We requested a copy of the HMO register dating from 2010 to the present from each 

local authority. 

• We also requested information on rejected HMO license applications, reports of 

unlicensed HMO properties, objections to HMO licence applications, and traffic survey 

data from Fife Council.  

• We requested information on accommodation rent prices, student enrolment, and 

student hall occupancy from each university. 

We cleaned and formatted the road traffic survey data provided by Fife Council, as the .txt files 

provided contained multiple traffic surveys that needed to be split into individual .dta files. We 

also converted the traffic surveys into long data format. After cleaning, we counted 1,922 traffic 

survey data files. The *.do file used for the data cleaning is available here, and the cleaned 

traffic survey files are saved here. A selection of observations from a cleaned traffic survey 

data file is presented below.  

 

6 Under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 in England and the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 

in Scotland 

https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Commands/ScotLIS/ScotLIS_Cleaning_KP.do?csf=1&web=1&e=lKQYm0
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/Register%20Team/Data%20Gathering%20excl.%20Fife%20Council?csf=1&web=1&e=ssyyCm
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Commands/Road%20Traffic/TrafficSurvey_FileConversion_KP.do?csf=1&web=1&e=Zhd8Ah
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Output/Traffic%20Survey%20Files?csf=1&web=1&e=H3rvos
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A selection of observations from “A915StAndrews,BridgeStreet_March2013_TotalFlow.dta” 

 

The exact use case for each dataset has yet to be determined, but future research avenues may 

include comparing the housing market in St Andrews to other similarly sized university towns, 

such as Durham. Additionally, the comprehensive traffic survey data could be used for 

modelling the emissions impact of commuting students.  

 

Data Organisation Flowchart 

The flowchart provided overleaf delineates the ancestry and relationships among all pertinent 

register outputs and data files documented in this report. The chart begins by describing the 

data files’ origin, distinguishing between those developed by our team and acquired from 

external sources. Green cylinders represent these data files. The red rectangles indicate the 

outputs featured in this progress report, along with the data file they originated from. The 

analyses are illustrated as circles, differentiating them as descriptive statistics, or data cleaning.  
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HMO Supply Descriptive Statistics 

 

Using the FOI HMO register data from Fife Council we generated descriptive statistics to 

illustrate trends in the supply of HMO-licenced properties and available bedrooms over time. 

 
Figure 24:  Active Licenses by Month (Stata code in Appendix 9) 

First, we produced a graph of the number of active licences by month from the beginning of 

2011 to the end of 2023. Across the entire dataset, the number of active licenses ranged from 

547 to 1059. 

Before the introduction of the HMO Overprovision Policy, from January 2011 to August 2019, 

the number of active HMO licences ranged from 662 to 991, occurring in January 2015 and 

July 2016, respectively. At the start of the dataset, there were 857 active licences which grew 

to 951 active licenses immediately before the implementation of the Overprovision Policy. 

While there was a significant drop in active licences in April 2015 to a total of 662 licences 

and high volatility during the period, the number of active licences generally increased during 

this period. 

 

After the implementation of the policy in August 2019, the number of active licences continued 

to increase to a peak of 1059, which occurred in May 2020, after which a precipitous decline 

occurred throughout the pandemic period until January 2022 when total active licences 

numbered only 547. After the nadir of supply, active licence supply expanded, reaching a post-

policy peak of 937 in December 2023. The post-policy peak in 2020 to the local peak in 2023 

represents a marked decline in the number of active licences of 11.52%. The average number 

of active licences was 949 in 2019, compared to 843 in 2023, indicating a decline in the steady-

state supply of HMO licences after the implementation of the Overprovision Policy. 
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Figure 25 Moving Average of Active Licences by Month (Stata code in Appendix 10) 

Figure 25 illustrates the change in active licences but uses a twelfth-order moving average to 

smooth supply by filtering out noise from fluctuations in the preceding 12 months.  This figure 

shows similar trends in aggregate occupancy statistics. In the period preceding the policy, the 

moving average occupancy ranged between 746 and 962 with a mean of 858. In the period 

following the policy, the moving average number of active licences ranged from 656 to 1003 

with an average of 819. The decline in licencing from the peak in 2020 to the end of the dataset 

was larger in the moving average data at 17.25%.  
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Figure 26: Monthly Bedroom Supply (Stata code in Appendix 11) 

Figures 26 and 27 illustrate changes in the number of total occupants across all licenced 

properties in St. Andrews. Analysing student housing supply in terms of active occupants 

instead of the number of active licences more effectively describes the state of housing supply. 

Across the entire period, total occupancy in licenced properties ranged from 3,684 to 7,096 in 

January 2022 and June 2020, respectively. Similarly to figures 24 and 25, there was a general 

upward trend in the period preceding the adoption of the Overprovision Policy, with occupancy 

starting at 5,132 and ending at 6,312. Additionally, there was continued growth in total 

occupancy between the announcement of the policy and June 2020, when occupancy reached 

7,096 before dropping precipitously 3,684 in 2022. After the pandemic, licenced occupancy 

recovered to a local peak of 6,167. From the peak in 2020 to the local peak in August 2023 

total occupancy dropped 13.09%, a proportionally larger drop than in figure 25 which suggests 

that properties with more occupants were more likely to become unlicenced than smaller 

properties after the policy came into effect. 
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Figure 27: Monthly Moving Average of Total Bedroom Supply (Stata code in Appendix 12) 

 

Similarly to figure 24, figure 27 uses a twelfth order moving average to show supply trends 

while smoothing local variation by taking the average of a given months and the 11 months 

preceding it. From 2011 to the end of 2023 the smoothed occupancy ranged from 4,136 to 

6,368 with an average of 5,280. After the Overprovision Policy went into effect in 2019, 

smoothed occupancy maintained the same range but averaged higher than the total period at 

5326. The smoothed post-policy decline in licencing, from a peak of 6,368 to the nadir of 4,136, 

represents a 35% decline. 
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Figure 28: Bedroom Type as a Proportion of Total Active Licenses by Month (Stata code in 

Appendix 13) 

 

Figure 28 illustrates how the proportional breakdown of licensed occupancy evolves over time. 

From 2010 to 2024, we observe a broadly consistent trend with four-bedroom properties 

comprising most of the licensed HMO housing stock (c. 40%) followed by three beds (c. 30-

35%), five beds (c. 20%), and 6+ beds (< 10%). This graph excludes university halls of 

residence.  

 

The only notable deviation from the trend occurs between April 2021 and October 2022, when 

the relative proportions of 4-beds and 6-beds decrease by around 5%, and the relative 

proportions of 3-beds and 5-beds increase by the same amount. For a brief period in mid-2021, 

3-bed properties overtake 4-bed properties to become the largest proportion of active HMO 

properties.  

 

Geospatial Descriptive Statistics 

Using QGIS, we plotted a variety of maps to show geospatial trends in housing supply. 
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Figure 29: Colour graduated dot map of average property values by postcode 

 

 

Figure 29 plots the average property value by postcode using the HPI-adjusted current value 

variable contained within the “Property Sale Price” dataset. We observe a clustering of high-

value properties within the conservation area and along Hepburn Gardens. Contrastingly, we 

observe the most affordable properties in the area south of Lamond Drive and west of 

Greyfriars RC Primary School.  

 

https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/Register%20Team/Data%20Gathering%20excl.%20Fife%20Council/ScotLIS/ScotLIS_Clean_Mar2024.xlsx?d=w813109fb31094d7b91cda79517b33775&csf=1&web=1&e=obLZcD
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Figure 30: Heatmap of active HMOs in January 2024 (weighted by occupancy) 

 

Figure 30 plots a heatmap of active HMO occupancy as of January 2024 and indicates 

significant clustering around the centre of town and wider conservation area. Interestingly, the 

map indicates that the area surrounding Nelson Street and the west of Kinnessburn Road has 

the highest concentration of active HMOs. The hotspot in the east of the town is due to East 

Shore, a private student hall of residence. Relating back to Figure 29, the heatmap suggests that 

the majority of HMO accommodation is located in postcodes with average to above-average 

property values.  
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Figure 31: Point Cluster Map of ‘Lost’ HMO Properties Between 2018 and 2023 

 

Finally, we plotted a clustered dot density map of HMO properties that held an active license 

in 2018 but did not in 2023, as shown in Figure 31. The spatial distribution of ‘lost licenses’ 

does not seem overly dissimilar to the distribution of active HMOs in January 2024 as shown 

in Figure 30. This may suggest the absence of systematic license attrition based on location, 

although we will discuss this matter further in the results section.  

 

Short-Term Let Register Descriptive Statistics 

We briefly analysed the short-term let register to gain a sense of the scale of short-term letting 

in St Andrews. As discussed previously, we considered pending and granted license 

applications to be active due to the recent introduction of the licensing scheme and Fife 

Council's acknowledgement that existing short-term let properties with a pending application 

may continue to operate.  

We identified 558 properties on the short-term let register within St Andrews, of which 480 

(86%) had applied for a secondary letting license – the type of license required for letting a 

property in which the owner does not usually reside. The remaining applications were for 

home-sharing and home-letting licenses. This corresponds to a total short-term let occupancy 

of 3,192 persons. For context, the town’s short-term let occupancy is 23% larger than the 

number of occupants living in licensed HMO properties in February 2023, according to Fife 

Council, who calculated 2,598 licensed occupants in HMO accommodation by tabulating 

active and pending licenses (excluding university halls). Based on Fife Council’s claim in the 

Overprovision Policy review meeting agenda that there are 6,861 dwellings in St Andrews, 

short term lets represent 8.1% of the housing stock in the area.  
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We attempted to match properties that appeared on the HMO register and short-term let register 

and identified 49 properties with a combined occupancy of 326 persons. Of these, 30 properties 

had a currently active HMO license, corresponding to an aggregate occupancy of 210 persons. 

Based on the rudimentary matching process used, this number may be an understatement and 

should be validated by future teams.  

While this may indicate that some landlords are retaining a scarce HMO license but, in fact, 

renting their property short-term, we are currently unable to determine whether the properties 

are used for both purposes seasonally (i.e., rented as an HMO during term time and as a short-

term let over the summer). Future teams may wish to consider investigating each individual 

property to identify its use during university term time. As proof of concept, we searched 

Google for the addresses of several matched properties and found some available for short-

term rental year-round. 

The *.do file used for the short-term let analysis is available here. 

 

Rent Descriptive Statistics 

The team conducted an analysis on another dataset that was provided by Fife Council in late 

November 2023 while waiting for the FOI request response. The dataset named “Private Rental 

Information 2021 Onwards.xlsx” includes properties in Fife rented over three academic years 

(2021-2022 to 2023-2024) with information on the property type, rent per calendar month, 

location, number of bedrooms, and year the property was rented. The primary goal was to 

understand how these factors influence rental prices in Fife. An example observation is given 

below.  

 

 

 

An observation from “Private Rental Information 2021 onwards.xlsx” 

In order to produce descriptive statistics, the data first had to be cleaned. There were 

typographical errors that needed to be fixed to ensure consistency across all the observations. 

The main variable of interest was RentPCM, but when looking at how rent varies with the 

number of bedrooms, rent per person was considered a more appropriate measure since it is 

likely that the more bedrooms there are, the higher the rent will be. The dataset did not contain 

any information on the rent per person. To allow for an estimation of the rent per person, a new 

variable, RentPP, was generated based on the assumption that each bedroom is occupied by 

one person and hence calculated by dividing the variable RentPCM by NoofBedrooms. One 

outlier was removed from the data set because it was not an accurate representation of the rental 

properties in Fife. The observation was a large bed and breakfast property also available for 

https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/HMOVIP2023-24-Register_S2/EfqkzKSWsUBGnCCSE-ehwscBTOeQXprzd_KQiU45kqF6rQ?e=5DY7mZ
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Commands/Short%20Term%20Let/ShortTermLetRegister_Analysis_KP.do?csf=1&web=1&e=Wuyt0b
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Data/Private%20Rental%20Information%202021%20onwards.xlsx?d=wcf77c8f1b2a54fab893eb3619fa8bbab&csf=1&web=1&e=5D3W35
https://universityofstandrews907-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/personal/sd293_st-andrews_ac_uk/Documents/VIP/Register/Data/Private%20Rental%20Information%202021%20onwards.xlsx?d=wcf77c8f1b2a54fab893eb3619fa8bbab&csf=1&web=1&e=5D3W35
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event rental with RentPCM at £12000. The Stata code used to clean the rent data is outlined in 

Appendix 14 

Once the Rent data from Fife Council had been prepared, we conducted our analysis by 

generating descriptive statistics to depict how rent can be affected by different factors. The 

team first started by graphing the distribution of RentPCM as well as RentPP. 

 

Figure 32: Distribution of Rent Per Calendar Month (Stata code in Appendix 14) 

Figure 32 illustrates the distribution of the variable RentPCM. The values range from £325 per 

month to £3000 per month with a mean of £792.71. The distribution is right skewed indicating 

that most of the properties are clustered at the lower end of the rent range, and the mean is 

larger than the median, which is £650.  

Figure 33 shows the distribution of the variable RentPP which ranges from £123 per month to 

£1997 per month with a mean of £394.98. The distribution is more positively skewed than 

Figure 31, where most of the observations lie at the lower end of the rent per person range. 

There are very few observations with significantly higher rent per person.  
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Figure 33: Distribution of Rent Per Person (Per Calendar Month) (Stata code in Appendix 14) 

After graphing the distributions of the main variables, RentPCM and RentPP, the team 

generated cross-distributions of rent per calendar month and rent per person with the other 

variables to identify any underlying relationships between variables, comparing categories, 

highlighting disparities and exploring the different effects of the variables on rent.  

 

Figure 44: Histograms illustrating Rent Per Person by Occupancy (Stata code in Appendix 14) 
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In Figure 44, there is a collection of histograms to compare the distribution of the variable 

RentPP by NoofBedrooms. Looking at the frequency in each histogram, there are very few 

observations in this dataset that are 0-bedroom (studio) and 5-bedroom properties. The majority 

of properties have 1, 2, or 3 bedrooms. From the distributions above, one can see that the rent 

per person decreases when the number of bedrooms increases from 0 to 3 and from 4 to 5. 

However, when the property changes from a 3-bedroom to a 4-bedroom, the rent per person 

increases. The reason behind the increase in rent per person at this specific interval is still 

unknown. 

Figure 45: Histograms showing Rent Per Calendar Month in each HMA (Stata code in 

Appendix 14) 

Figure 45 shows histograms comparing the distribution of rent per calendar month, RentPCM, 

in each Housing Market Area. There are four Housing Market Areas in Fife which are used for 

housing need and demand assessment, and statutory development planning. These were 

determined through examination where households choose to settle when they move to and 

within Fife. The majority of properties in this dataset are in Kirkcaldy & Central Fife and St. 

Andrews & North Fife. Rent in St. Andrews & North East Fife is much more widespread than 

in the other HMAs. In the other HMAs, the rent is more positively skewed in comparison, and 

most properties lie within the lower and middle rent ranges. 

After looking at the cross-distributions between RentPCM and HMA, the same was conducted 

between the variables RentPCM and Town. In Figure 14, there are 4 histograms. One for 

Dunfermline, one for Kirkcaldy, one for St. Andrews and the last one for “Other”. All towns 

with less than 15 properties in the dataset were put into the category called “Other” in order to 

have more clarity when looking at the histograms and to give more statistical significance to 

the towns with very few observations.  
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Figure 46: Histograms of Rent Per Calendar Month in different Towns (Stata code in 

Appendix 14) 

The distributions of rent for Dunfermline and Kirkcaldy are very similar to those in Figure 45 

for the HMAs Dunfermline & West Fife and Kirkcaldy & Central Fife, respectively. The 

distribution for the category “Other” is right skewed with most properties having monthly rent 

below £1000. The distribution for St. Andrews has an almost normal distribution with a longer 

tail on the right-hand side. St. Andrews has a broader range of rent and most of the properties 

in this dataset with rent higher than £2000 are in St. Andrews. 

We also looked at the rent distribution for each furnishing status which can be found in Figure 

47. The distribution of furnished properties shows an even spread across the range of rent.   The 

histogram for part furnished properties has a significant peak at the lower end of the rent range, 

indicating that most part furnished properties have lower rent. Unfurnished properties show a 

concentration in lower rent levels with the highest peak among the three categories. From the 

difference in frequency, part-furnished properties seem to be less common. There is a clear 

trend that furnished properties tend to have a higher range of rent, likely due to the costs 

associated with furnishing properties. The varying distributions indicate that the furnishing 

status of a property is a significant factor in pricing rent.  
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Figure 47: Histograms illustrating Rent Per Calendar Month by Furnishing Status (Stata code 

in Appendix 14) 

Figure 48 depicts two pie charts comparing the furnishing status of properties in Fife and 

properties in the town of St. Andrews. The majority of properties in Fife are unfurnished 

(71.87%) while most properties in St. Andrews are furnished (80%). This highlights the 

difference in rent prices when looking at St. Andrews versus any other town in Fife.  

 

Figure 48: Pie charts comparing Furnishing Status of properties in Fife and properties in St. 

Andrews alone (Stata code in Appendix 14) 
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Figure 49: Histograms of Rent Per Calendar by Property Type (Stata code in Appendix 14) 

In Figure 49, we looked at the rent distributions for each property type. There are 5 histograms, 

one for each type: Detached House, Flat, Semi-detached house, Terraced house and Other. In 

this case, the property types that have less than 20 properties in the dataset were grouped into 

Other. The most common property types, flats and terraced houses, tend to have lower rents 

which can be seen by the peaks at lower rent levels. Detached and semi-detached houses have 

a wider range of rents, which may reflect differences in size, location, and amenities that can 

drive up rental prices. The Other category has a relatively flat distribution compared to the 

others, with a slight increase in density at the lower end. This could reflect a mix of less 

common property types, each with a variety of rental prices. 

Lastly the team looked at the distribution of rent over three consecutive academic year: 2021-

2022, 2022-2023, and 2023-2024. In Figure 50, there is a visible shift in the distribution of rent 

prices across the years. Initially, most rents were concentrated at the lower end, but over time, 

the density spread out, suggesting an increase in both the mid-range and higher-range rent 

prices. 
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Figure 50: Histograms illustrating Rent Per Calendar Month for each academic year (Stata 

code in Appendix 14) 

 

 

4.2 Methods 

Descriptive Statistics 

The graphical descriptive statistics were produced using Stata. While loops were used 

extensively in previous semesters to generate descriptive statistics by iterating through all 

observations and aggregating active licences or bedrooms, this semester saw an improved 

method utilizing long form data formatting and inbuilt commands for greater robustness. Using 

the “collapse (sum) totalActive, by(date)” command, Stata aggregates the number of active 

licences or bedrooms for each month from 2011 to 2024, where the variable ‘totalActive’ 

contains either the number of active licences or the number of active bedrooms.  

Selective Attrition 

Drawing on previous semester’s hypotheses and methodologies, we continued researching the 

theory of selective attrition which postulates that property owners and managers differentially 

sacrifice licences based on property value, location, and occupancy. 

We posited that properties with higher occupancy are less likely to sacrifice their HMO licence, 

given the difficulty of repurposing these properties for non-HMO applications, such as Airbnb 

accommodation or single-family use. Furthermore, we speculated that the cost of forfeiting a 
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licence could decrease with distance from the town centre, as students might be willing to pay 

a higher rent premium for centrally located accommodations compared to local families. 

Consequently, assuming the alternative involves converting the property into a non-HMO 

rental for a single family, the potential loss in rental income from losing a licence for a property 

situated in the town centre might be greater than that of a property located on the outskirts of 

St Andrews. Finally, we hypothesized that property value might inversely correlate with HMO 

forfeiture, as higher-priced properties generally attract higher rental premiums, making it more 

challenging to secure long-term single-family renters. 

It is important to note that the Overprovision Policy does not actively revoke licences and only 

restricts the issuance of licences to previously unlicenced properties, stating that pre-existing 

licences can continue to be licensed if they maintain the relevant safety standards. Therefore, 

changes in licence supply solely reflect the choice of property owners and managers.  

From the register dataset, we created a new variable called ‘lost_licence’ that served as our 

dependent variable. ‘lost_licence’ is a binary variable assigned to “1” if a property held an 

active licence in 2018 but not in 2024. Additionally, we created three binary occupancy 

variables called ‘four_bed’, ‘five_bed’, and ‘six_beds_plus’ that equal one when the property 

has a licenced occupancy equal to 4, 5, or greater than 6, respectively. While the minimum 

number of occupants for an HMO licence is 3, a ‘three_bed’ variable was not created as it 

would induce perfect collinearity among the occupancy variables. In this way, the constant 

value in the regression relates to a 3-bed property.  

The last variable included in the regression to explore the location effect was the 

‘DistancetoTown’ variable which provides the walking distance from each postcode to 100 

Market Street, which we consider to be the amenity centre of St Andrews. 

We tested these hypotheses using several different functional form variations of a linear 

probability model (LPM). The general form of the LPM is given below.7 

 

𝑃(𝑦 = 1 |𝑥) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑘 

 

The model is used to estimate the probability of an event occurring as a linear function of the 

explanatory variables. For example, 𝛽1 is interpreted as the change in the probability of the 

event occurring given a one-unit increase in 𝑥1. 

The specific specification of model used for our analysis is given below. 

 

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒_2018_2024 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝒇𝒐𝒖𝒓_𝒃𝒆𝒅  + 𝛽2𝒇𝒊𝒗𝒆_𝒃𝒆𝒅 + 𝛽3𝒇𝒊𝒗𝒆_𝒃𝒆𝒅𝒔_𝒑𝒍𝒖𝒔 +
𝛽4𝑨𝒅𝒋𝑷𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆_𝑯𝑷𝑰 + 𝛽5𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒕𝒐𝑻𝒐𝒘𝒏  

 

7 Wooldridge, J. (2010), “Econometric Analysis of Cross Section and Panel Data”, Second Edition: The MIT 

Press 
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After finding no statistically significant results using the basic regression, we opted to explore 

another functional form that includes squared terms for the property value (AdjPrice_HPI) and 

distance (DistancetoTown) variables. The addition of squared regressors for the distance and 

property value variables allows the model to capture non-linear relationships between the 

predictors and the response variable, thereby improving its flexibility and possibly producing 

statistically significant results. The revised regression equation is given below. 

 

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒_2018_2024 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝒇𝒐𝒖𝒓_𝒃𝒆𝒅  + 𝛽2𝒇𝒊𝒗𝒆_𝒃𝒆𝒅 + 𝛽3𝒇𝒊𝒗𝒆_𝒃𝒆𝒅𝒔_𝒑𝒍𝒖𝒔 +
𝛽4𝑨𝒅𝒋𝑷𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆_𝑯𝑷𝑰 + 𝛽5𝑨𝒅𝒋𝑷𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆_𝑯𝑷𝑰𝟐  + 𝛽6𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒕𝒐𝑻𝒐𝒘𝒏 +
𝛽7𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒕𝒐𝑻𝒐𝒘𝒏𝟐  

 

4.3 Results 

 

Selective Attrition Results: 

The output of the basic selective attrition regression is provided in figure 51 below. 

 

Figure 51: Base Selective Attrition Regression Output 

The regression has an extremely low 𝑅2 and Adj-𝑅2 of 0.0276 and 0.0116, respectively, 

indicating that the model explains essentially none of the variance in the ‘lost_licence’ variable. 

Additionally, none of the regression coefficients were statistically significant at the 5% 

confidence level and the F-statistic for overall significance of 0.1274 is not statistically 

significant at any commonly accepted significance level. However, coefficient for the 

‘five_bed’ variable is marginally statistically significant at the 10% level (p-value = 0.095). 

The coefficient of 0.1317 would suggest that a five-occupant property is approximately 13% 

more likely to be sacrificed when compared to a three-occupant property.  
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As outlined in the methods section, after recognising statistical insignificance in the base 

model, we explored a different functional form with added squared terms for the distance and 

property value factors. The output of that regression is provided in Figure 52 below. 

 

Figure 52: Selective Attrition with Squared Terms Output 

Similarly to the base model, the regression above is strikingly statistically insignificant and has 

low explanatory power. The low 𝑅2 and Adj-𝑅2 of 0.0354 and 0.0131, respectively show that 

the model still does not explain almost any variance in lost licences. Again, none of the 

coefficients are statistically significant at the 5% level, and the F-statistic for overall 

significance is even higher at 0.1392.  

 

Fife Council Statistical Discrepancy 

In May 2023, Fife Council shared quantitative research on the impact of the Overprovision 

Policy during a meeting of the Cabinet Committee in which they voted on whether to renew 

the policy for a further three years. The Committee voted to renew the policy with an agreed 

exemption to grant up to 15 new HMO licenses for properties managed by the University St 

Andrews, based on the understanding that the total supply of HMO properties had decreased 

by 17 since the introduction of the policy, corresponding to a 124 person decline in occupancy. 

The specific statistics outlined in the meeting agenda are presented in Figure 53. 

 

https://www.fife.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0024/544092/HMO-Report-Cabinet-Committee-4-May-2023.pdf
https://www.fife.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0024/544092/HMO-Report-Cabinet-Committee-4-May-2023.pdf
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Figure 53: HMO supply statistics cited by the Fife Council Housing Services department 

during the Overprovision Policy Review Cabinet Committee meeting in May 2023 

 

However, the supply statistics that we obtained from the HMO register provided by Fife 

Council differ significantly from those outlined above.  

 

 

Figure 54: Table Comparing our Statistics with the Council 

 

As shown in Figure 54, the Council identified 17 (-1.6%) lost licences and 124 (-1.8%) lost 

beds between March 7, 2019, and February 14, 2023. Contrastingly, our findings suggested 

that 207 (-21.9%) properties lost their license during the same period, corresponding to 1,554 

(-25%) lost beds.  

The primary reason for the divergence is our differing definitions of HMO supply. We defined 

supply as the number of active HMO licenses at any given time, according to the HMO register. 

On the other hand, Fife Council considered supply equal to the number of active licenses plus 

the number of properties with an expired license and pending renewal application. To seek 

clarity on the matter, we spoke to the HMO licensing department at Fife Council who 

confirmed that the conditions of a previous license remain in force until the renewal application 

is processed and a determination is made on the application. This provision is outlined in 

Section 135 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006.  

As the register provided to us contained pending applications on the date it was exported (9 

February 2024), we were able to replicate the Council’s methodology and suggest whether their 

calculations were reasonable. We calculated 1,079 pending and granted licenses active on 9 

February 2024 (868 active and 211 pending), corresponding to 7,092 occupants. We identified 

70 duplicates in cases where a property with an active license had also applied for a renewal 

license, reducing the number of pending and granted licenses to 1,044, corresponding to 6,942 

occupants. These supply figures are between the numbers cited by Fife Council for March 2019 

and February 2023. Therefore, we have evidence that the methodology used by Fife Council 

to tabulate HMO supply is reasonable and robust.  
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4.4 Discussion 

Selective Attrition 

We were unable to prove the hypothesis that property owners and managers differentially 

sacrificed licences based on property value, location, or occupancy between 2018 and 2024. 

As discussed in the results section, the Adj-𝑅2 values for the base regression and squared terms 

regressions of 0.0116 and 0.0131, respectively, indicate that both functional forms explain 

almost none of the variance in the data during the period. Furthermore, all regressions produced 

statistically insignificant regressor coefficients at the 5% significance level suggesting that 

none of the studied property characteristics meaningfully explain whether properties lose their 

licence.  

Our findings mirror those from the Martinmas Semester 2023/24 Progress Report 28, which 

did not identify any statistical significance when running similar regressions on the faulty 

‘Kategorical’ dataset.  

After replicating the selective attrition regression on the reliable data provided by the Council 

which yielded similar negative results, we conclude that selective attrition, as theoretically 

developed here, is not a significant characteristic of the St Andrews HMO rental market.  

As discussed above, the HMO register does not contain information on the number of pending 

licenses across time. Therefore, our active supply statistics do not include properties with an 

expired license but pending renewal application. Consequently, the ‘lost_licence’ variable 

likely overstates the number of lost licences as many of the licences it considered inactive in 

2018 or 2024 were likely pending. As such, our regressions employ faulty data which largely 

invalidates the results. In the case that future teams gain access to accurate granted and pending 

data, it may be worthwhile to replicate the selective attrition model using the accurate supply 

data. 

Future Work 

We hope to obtain monthly pending HMO application data from Fife Council through Freedom 

of Information over the summer, future teams will likely wish to recalculate the monthly HMO 

supply statistics by adding pending applications and active licenses. This information will be 

critical for the work of other teams. 

Separately, we believe the next logical step for register-related research involves analysing the 

short-term let (STL) register due to the scale of short-term letting that we have identified this 

semester. As discussed in the relevant section, future teams may wish to improve the HMO 

register / STL register address matching process. Subsequently, participants may attempt to 

identify the rental status of properties that match between the registers (possibly through door-

to-door surveying) to identify if the HMO supply statistics are inflated. Several other 

interesting questions could be investigated, including: 

 

8 Carlsen et al. (2023), “Housing in St. Andrews: 2023/24 Martinmas Semester Progress Report 2” 
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• Is it more profitable for landlords to rent properties as HMOs or short-term lets? 

• What factors influence the decision of landlords to rent properties as short-term lets or 

HMOs? 

• How has the supply of short-term let properties evolved over time? 

• How seasonal is the demand for short-term lets?  

• What is the average occupancy rate of the short-term let housing stock? 
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5. Supply Team 

 

The Supply Team aimed to understand the determinants of rental property prices in the town 

of St. Andrews, Fife, through an examination of hedonic pricing models and regression-based 

analyses. The main objective was developing a price index that accurately represents yearly 

increases in inflation-adjusted rental prices over time.  

 

A price index tracks changes in the overall level of prices for goods and services over time, 

enabling individuals to understand how their real income has changed, accounting for inflation. 

The same concept extends to rental property prices, as a property price index can aid individuals 

in understanding how rent prices have changed over time, providing insights which may be 

useful for local policymakers or stakeholders. To assess changes in rent prices in St Andrews 

over time, we collected data on rental prices through historic listings on property websites using 

an internet archive, “Wayback Machine”, to construct a longitudinal dataset for the years 2012 

– 2024. Using this database, we conducted hedonic pricing regressions to examine the key 

determinants of St Andrews’ rental property prices, as well as a price index function to examine 

real changes in prices over time. Our key findings were i) a £3.69 increase in monthly rental 

price per room each year, ii) a U-shaped relationship between number of rooms in a property 

and rent price per room with rooms in 3-bedroom properties commanding the lowest price, and 

iii) a decline of £24.05 in monthly rental price per room for each kilometre increase in distance 

from the centre of town, as defined by Tesco on Market Street. 

 

The Supply Team members are Tasha Delvecchio, Bahrathi Keeping, Phoevos Kreps, and Tara 

Nair. 

 

5.1 Data 

Web Scraping 

To construct a longitudinal dataset on St Andrews rental property prices, we made use of an 

internet archive called Wayback Machine, which record snapshots from websites over time. 

To record all the snapshots efficiently, we used a technique called web scraping, which refers 

to the process of extracting content from websites. We made use of Python to extract 

longitudinal data from the years 2012-2018. The full code used to scrape longitudinal data is 

shown in Appendix 15. When scraping data, we are extracting data from HTML (Hyper Text 

Markup Language), so we needed to use various packages and libraries available in Python to 

fetch all the components of the data needed. Most of the code was the same as the web scraping 

code used by the Housing St Andrews team in the 2021-2022 Candlemas Semester. We scraped 

Zoopla listings because nearly all real estate agents listed properties on Zoopla, so it served as 

an aggregate website for us to scrape data from. Furthermore, alternatives such as Rightmove 

had far fewer properties listed. Zoopla’s website layout changed in 2018, so the code would 

return an error if we tried to run it for the years after 2017, thus we added a try-exception block 

to ensure the code still generated the database for properties until 2018. We used the code in 

Appendix X2 to scrape HousesForSaleToRent from the Internet Archive for the 2020 to 2022 

period. This Python script acts analogously to the script in Appendix X; however, it is adapted 
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for the different layout of HousesForSaleToRent rather than Zoopla. We used the code to obtain 

the address of the property, the rent, the number of bedrooms, and the exact date of listing.  

We also generated a cross sectional price index, which involves calculating how prices vary 

according to their location in St Andrews. We scraped websites such as Zoopla 

(www.zoopla.co.uk), HousesForSaleToRent (www.housesforsaletorent.co.uk), Thistle 

Property as well as Facebook pages of real estate agencies. We used the Tesco store at 138-

140 Market Street as a central point, as it’s located on the main commercial street in the central 

part of the town. We then manually calculated the walking distance from the property to Tesco. 

Since some webpges simply listed the street address and not the number of the property nor the 

latter half of the postcode, we calculated the distance from the centre of the street to Tesco 

using the coordinates given on Google Maps. 

Alternate methods 

Although coding was our dominant web scraping method, we used other approaches too. This 

was done for two reasons- firstly, not all team members were as experienced in coding, and 

secondly, certain websites and sources were challenging to scrape data from using traditional 

coding methods. The first alternate method used a developer tool web scraper software, which 

is accessible via a chrome extension known as ‘Free Web Scraper’. To work the tool, we 

programmed element and text selectors to instruct the scraper on how to navigate the website 

(such as The Wayback Machine) and which data to extract. We programmed the software to 

obtain address, pricing, bedroom, and description data, which the software expressed into a 

table (as shown below in Figure A1), and then into Excel, which was repeated for each 

year/snapshot. Overall, this method allowed for efficient, automated web scraping, whilst not 

requiring too much knowledge of programming languages.  

 
Figure 55. The Developer tool Scraper Software extracting data from the Wayback Machine 

Another method was manually scraping data from Facebook and other sources, which we used 

for years where the Wayback Machine was lacking in data (e.g. 2019). In these instances, due 

http://www.zoopla.co.uk/
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to the variation in the wording/structure of posts, we could not reliably extract data using an 

automated process such as coding or the developer tool scraper software. This meant manual 

scraping was the most effective option, and although tedious at times, was rather 

straightforward as it simply involved copying and pasting information from posts into the 

database.  

The final method we used to gather data was contacting rental agencies within St Andrews and 

requesting any sort of pricing information they had. Unfortunately, this method did not prove 

useful, and despite reaching out to around 14 agencies, we only received 2 responses, and 

neither ended up being willing to provide us with any data. We believe this is likely attributable 

to confidentiality issues surrounding sharing such data, as well as agencies being occupied with 

their own business operations, and therefore not having the time to assist us.  

 

Improvements to the dataset 

 

Once we gathered all the data, we edited the dataset to improve its reliability and validity. The 

first improvement we made was to increase the sample for certain years where we felt the 

number of properties was inadequate, and therefore could not accurately represent the St 

Andrews rental prices of that given year. To address this, we scraped more properties for these 

years using untapped sources of information. This included the likes of the Alba residential 

Facebook Page, as well as revisiting the Wayback Machine but using other archives of websites 

such as Rightmove instead of Zoopla. Using a mix of the developer tool scraper software and 

manual methods, we were able to scrape over 50 new properties, which resulted in a more 

comprehensive and representative dataset, giving us greater confidence in our results. 

Another improvement made to the dataset was removing duplicate properties which had arisen 

due to the extraction of listings from multiple sources. In defining duplicates, it was important 

to identify true duplicates while minimising falsely flagged properties – those with similar 

details but which were in fact different properties. As such, we defined duplicates as properties 

with the same price, address, number of bedrooms and listed within 6 months of each other. To 

remove most of the duplicates, we used the CONCAT function in Excel to create a new column 

with a unique identifier based on the property row data- or specifically, the price, bedroom and 

address information. Having created the new row, we used conditional formatting to flag 

duplicate identifiers which signalled that the price and address information was the same for 

two or more properties. We then manually reviewed the information and removed the duplicate 

if it had been listed within 6 months of the other property. Finally, we manually reviewed the 

entire dataset to ensure no properties had been missed due to entry errors such as differences 

in address spelling. This ultimately resulted in the removal of over 20 duplicate properties, 

ensuring our dataset was as clean and accurate as possible. 

 

Dataset Analysis 

We have a total of 929 properties in our dataset, including every snapshot from the Wayback 

Machine that was listed. The properties listed vary in the month of listing throughout each year, 

but we have properties from nearly every month for each year. The figure below shows the 

number of properties sampled per year. 
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Figure 56. Bar chart showcasing the sample of properties per year 2012-2024 

Even though the Wayback machine acted as a quick and efficient method of scraping data, we 

acknowledge its limitations. One issue with using online sources like the Zoopla archives is 

the sparse data available in earlier years. For example, as evident in Figure 56, though more 

recent years typically featured around 50+ properties (with the exception of 2021 at the height 

of the pandemic), we managed to scrape only 23 properties in 2014. This limitation in data 

availability means our sample of properties for earlier years may be limited in how 

representative they are of the true rental market. Another issue with the sampling method is 

that in each snapshot, most properties would have been on the market for some time, at least 

before the moment of observation. For example, in 2012, most of the properties were samples 

from September, when there is a large inward migration due to the start of the academic year. 

As such, it is possible the properties still present on the market in September were not 

representative of all private rental properties in the period, e.g. they may the most expensive 

ones, which remained on the market after the cheaper ones were rented out. More generally, 

properties which remain on Zoopla for longer periods of time are more likely to appear in 

snapshots. This could mean our sample is biased towards less desirable properties, e.g. those 

which are the most expensive, which could limit the representativeness of our database. 

Furthermore, we also acknowledge the potential for error having scraped from rental agencies’ 

listings, as we recorded the price as the actual paid monthly rent, which may not always be the 

case. We have not sampled the reported rent price by the tenants, and it is possible that after 

negotiations the actual price paid by the tenants may have differed from the price advertised 

online. An additional issue with the specific use of the Wayback machine was an error in the 

Zoopla 2019 snapshot. The Wayback machine states that the website was saved and recorded 

in 2019, but the links for 2019 turn out not to show the website in the claimed date, but instead 

redirect to a snapshot from either 2018 or 2020. This meant we had to manually double check 

each snapshot date to ensure the Wayback engine saved a copy of the Zoopla website on the 

correct date, hence we had to collect 2019 values solely from other sources. 

Leading on from this, we recognise that the range of sources we used in our data collection 

(Wayback Machine Zoopla, HousesForSaleToRent, Facebook posts etc.) may have resulted in 

inconsistencies or biases throughout the dataset. For example, the data from Facebook posts 

could arguably be considered slightly more ‘informal' than data from more reputable sources 
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like Zoopla, and therefore may have more inaccuracy in price. Given that we did not take a 

proportional number of properties from each source per year, it is possible that this may have 

had an impact on the reliability of our findings, which we believe is important to consider when 

drawing meaningful conclusions.  

Descriptive Statistics for Price Index 

Once the team were content with the size of the data sample (over 900 observations), the dataset 

was imported into Stata to produce descriptive statistics. The descriptive statistics were used 

to identify anomalous observations, to ensure reliability of our dataset. Without being correctly 

identified, outliers in the dataset could skew our results or misrepresent the underlying rental 

market dynamics. The first step was to generate a time variable that transforms the date from 

which the property was put online into the respective Year variable in order to look at yearly 

trends. After doing so, the team investigated the monthly rent distribution over our time period 

of 2012-2024. 

 

Figure 57. Scatter plot of initial rent data over years 2012-2024 

The distribution of rent in Figure 57 shows an obvious outlier in 2015 disturbing the range of 

our monthly rent distribution, almost 5-times larger than the second largest rent price 

observation. Instead of dropping the large outlier, the team decided to proceed differently and 

trim the top 5% and bottom 5% of the monthly rent observations to mitigate the effects of 

outliers on our analysis and approximate a more normal distribution. In Figure 58, the rent 

distribution has been trimmed and offers a more appropriate range for our monthly rent data; 

the average rent lies between £500 and £3000 per month, but some rent values can reach up to 

£5000 per month.  
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Figure 58. Scatter plot of monthly rent distribution after data trimming 

As our main goal is to form a price index from hedonic pricing results, the aim is to be able to 

quantify the rate of change of monthly rent over our sample time period. To get an accurate 

result, it is extremely important to account for inflation that occurs over the years. Without 

adjusting for inflation, possible issues can arise: the overestimation of growth, misleading the 

financial aspect of the analysis, and inaccurate comparisons across time. To adjust for inflation, 

the year 2012 was selected as base year as it is the first year in our data. Using the consumer 

price index (CPI) published by the Office of National Statistics, deflator coefficients were 

generated for each year, as seen in the table below.  

Years Deflator coefficients 

2012 1 

2013 1.02643 

2014 1.04651 

2015 1.04968 

2016 1.0518 

2017 1.07188 

2018 1.10359 

2019 1.12368 

2020 1.14376 

2021 1.15222 

2022 1.21459 

2023 1.33615 

2024 1.39006 

 

Table 1: Deflator coefficients used to adjust rent prices to inflation (base year:2012) 
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The deflator coefficient was constructed by taking the decimal value of the percentage change 

in the CPI9 from 2012 to 2013 and adding 1 to it. This value would then be the deflator 

coefficient for the year 2013 and will divide all rent values of properties from 2013 to produce 

the inflation-adjusted monthly rents. The same process was repeated for every year. The prices 

from 2012 remain unchanged since it is the base year, hence the deflator coefficient is 1. A 

new variable AdjustedRent stores the inflation-adjusted rents per month.  

One of the main variables in our dataset is the number of bedrooms per property. Since it is 

likely that properties with more bedrooms have higher rent than properties with fewer 

bedrooms, the team was interested in exploring the monthly rent per person values. To do so, 

a new variable AdjustedRentPP takes the inflation-adjusted rent and divides it by the number 

of bedrooms in the property. This was done under three assumptions. Firstly, we assume that 

there is one person per bedroom, hence this report uses the terms “rent per person” and “rent 

per room” interchangeably. Our final two assumptions are that the property’s total rent price is 

split equally between occupants, and that all bedrooms are identical apart from along the 

dimensions identified by our other variables like distance to town, total rooms in a property, 

etc.  

 

Figure 59 Scatter plot of inflation-adjusted rent per person distribution from 2012 to 2024 

Figure 59 represents the inflation-adjusted rent per person distribution. This was the last step 

for the descriptive statistics as now the data has been prepared and is ready to be used to 

generate hedonic price regressions. The monthly rent per person ranges from £200 to slightly 

over £1000 as shown in Figure 59. 

 

9 “CPI Inflation Calculator UK: CPI Calculator Data from 1988.” CHARTERED SURVEYORS LONDON, 22 

June 2021, erikasgrig.com/calculators/inflation-calculator-cpi/.  
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Fife Council Rental Price Data 

In addition to the data from web scraping, we conducted some minor analyses on a 

dataset provided by Fife Council, collected by the Register Team. This dataset includes 

properties in Fife rented over three academic years (2021-2022 to 2023-2024) with information 

on the property type, rent per calendar month, location, number of bedrooms, year the property 

was rented, and furnish status. However, given that this data covers such a short-term period 

and most importantly that Fife Council did not provide clear guidance as to their data collection 

methods, we have relied minimally on this data to produce results. 

5.2 Methods 

Descriptive Statistics 

Given that the initial information we had in our data was rent per calendar month, number of 

bedrooms, the address, and the date the property was uploaded onto Zoopla with use of the 

Wayback Machine, the data needed to be worked on as mentioned in the section above. The 

descriptive statistics and graphical illustrations were computed using the Stata software.  

Hedonic Pricing Regressions  

From our newly adjusted dataset, we started constructing hedonic pricing regressions that 

would estimate the effects of various factors in the rental market in St Andrews and provide 

quantitative results. The aim is to statistically predict rent, serving multiple purposes such as 

descriptive analysis to understand property valuation, providing an input for other analyses, 

and facilitating discussions on mispricing and student preferences regarding property features. 

The hedonic price regression uses the monthly rent per person adjusted for inflation, 

AdjustedRentPP, as the dependent variable. A linear time trend variable was generated, 

yearsince2012, to observe the change in rent over the years starting at 0 for the year 2012. The 

variable, Rooms, is a discrete variable representing the number of bedrooms in the property. In 

the regression Rooms is not used as a independent variable, but instead a series of dummy 

variables, RoomDummy*, each one representing a different number of bedrooms. The 

regression includes the option noconstant, to remove the constant coefficient term.  Including 

this option allowed us to incorporate all the room dummy variables into the regression without 

raising any multicollinearity issues. It also allows us to interpret the coefficients of the room 

dummy terms as the rent price per room for a room in a property with a given number of 

bedrooms, rather than as a premium relative to a base category. This is particularly appropriate 

as room dummy 1 would have been the natural base category, but rooms in 3-bed properties 

are in fact the cheapest (i.e. all other rooms essentially command a premium over a room in a 

3-bed). The CentredDistance_weighted variable was generated from another variable, 

DistancetoTown, which measured the distance of the property from the centre of town. The 

local supermarket Tesco Express (138-140 Market Street) on the main street of St Andrews 

was chosen as the centre of town. From this, we calculated the weighted mean distance with 

respect to rooms. The CentredDistance_weighted variable takes the DistancetoTown value 

minus the weighted mean distance. The purpose of this centring process is to ensure that the 

variation in rent prices attributed to DistancetoTown is not confounded by the overall average 

distance. It allows for a more precise examination of how changes in distance influence rent 

prices, independent of other factors. Our regression model is as follows: 
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𝑨𝒅𝒋𝒖𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒅 𝑹𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒑𝒆𝒓 𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒐𝒏 =  𝛽1𝒚𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒆𝟐𝟎𝟏𝟐 +  𝛽2𝑹𝒐𝒐𝒎𝑫𝒖𝒎𝒎𝒚𝟏 +
𝛽3𝑹𝒐𝒐𝒎𝑫𝒖𝒎𝒎𝒚𝟐 +  𝛽4𝑹𝒐𝒐𝒎𝑫𝒖𝒎𝒎𝒚𝟑 +  𝛽5𝑹𝒐𝒐𝒎𝑫𝒖𝒎𝒎𝒚𝟒 +

 𝛽6𝑹𝒐𝒐𝒎𝑫𝒖𝒎𝒎𝒚𝟓 +  𝛽7𝑹𝒐𝒐𝒎𝑫𝒖𝒎𝒎𝒚𝟔 +  𝛽8𝑪𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒅𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆_𝒘𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕𝒆𝒅  

The equation above represents the regression used as our main result. However, the team 

generated other regressions, including different interaction terms, a second time trend variable, 

and different location for a measure of distance. A second regression was generated replacing 

the dependent variable, AdjustedRentPP, with its natural logarithm form. The decision to use 

the logarithmic form allows us to linearize non-linear relationships and simplify the 

interpretation of coefficients as elasticities, it helps manage skewed data distributions and 

reduce heteroscedasticity, enhancing the robustness and reliability of the regression results. 

Another regression specification included a second time trend variable, constructed in the same 

manner as the variable yearsince2012. This new variable, yearsince2020, was generated to 

observe the change in rent over the years starting at 0 for the year 2020. The choice of starting 

the trend from the year 2020 was to evaluate any new possible trends in the rental market that 

could have been caused due to the Coronavirus pandemic. A different regression included an 

interaction term Rooms x DistancetoTown to observe if these two variables jointly influence 

monthly rent. A new distance variable was also generated, in the same manner as the variable 

CentredDistance_weighted. This new variable uses the location of the University Sports Centre 

that is located further from the centre of St Andrews. This variable would allow us to interpret 

how rent varies in different parts of St Andrews. Sample code for the generation of the weighted 

distance to the University Sports centre can be found in Appendix Item Y2. 

 

Price Index 

Using the output of our regression, we then were able to construct a price index function. In 

generating a price index, the focus shifts towards understanding rent variations over time, while 

filtering out differences resulting from sampling various properties in different years. Here, the 

emphasis lies on producing a clean and accurate price index, with particular attention to the 

time trend coefficient. 

Using Stata, we computed a price index adjusted for the base year 2012. Firstly, we initialised 

two scalar variables, sum_weights, and p_2012_adj, both set to zero. These variables are crucial 

for calculating the weighted sum of coefficients and the adjusted price index for the base year 

2012, respectively. Subsequently, the code iterates through each room dummy variable, 

calculating the proportion of properties falling into each room category and computing the 

corresponding weight by multiplying the proportion with the category number (e.g. if we are 

referring to RoomDummy2 the proportion would be multiplied by 2).  These weights are then 

used to update the sum of weights variable and to determine the adjusted price index for the 

base year 2012. After normalizing the adjusted price index by dividing it by the sum of weights, 

a new variable, p_year_adj, is generated to calculate the adjusted price index for years other 

than 2012. This calculation involves adding the product of the time trend coefficient, 

_b[yearsince2012], and the number of years since 2012 to the adjusted price index for the base 

year 2012. To visualise the price index, a line plot is used. The code for this price index can be 

found in Appendix Y1. 
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Fife Council Rent Dataset Hedonic Pricing Regressions 

 Hedonic pricing regressions were likewise carried out using Fife Council’s rent dataset. 

This required generating dummy variables for based period years, property type and property 

location. We also used a different outlier trimming method, which was to exclude observations 

whose adjusted monthly rental price was greater than double the mean value for a property 

with that number of bedrooms.  

5.3 Results 

 

Hedonic Pricing Regression and Price Index – Main Results 

 

Our key results from the hedonic pricing regressions (“HPR”) are displayed in Table 2. 

Principally, this result shows that monthly rent per room has increased by £3.69 (in 2012 £) 

each year, and this increase is statistically significant at the 1% level. The trend over time can 

be observed in Figure C1 above. This result is equivalent to monthly rent increasing by £44.28 

over the 12-year period after adjusting for inflation. Furthermore, there is a U-shaped 

relationship between number of rooms and rent price per room. Rent per room is highest for 1-

bed properties, which is intuitive given that these properties offer sole use of otherwise 

communal areas. It then declines to a minimum for 3-bed properties, and then increases again 

up to 6-bed properties. Note that the largest properties in this sample had six beds. The final 

result from the above regression suggests that rent per room declines by £24.05 (in 2012 £) for 

every kilometre increase in walking distance from the centre of town. This suggests that 

moving from the 75th percentile (3km) to the 25th percentile (1.3km) distance to town would 

increase monthly rent per room by £31.27. This specification was chosen as our main 

specification given the extremely high adjusted R-squared value of 94.5%, suggesting the 

model’s strong explanatory power. Furthermore, the simplicity of the model alleviates concerns 

Table 2: Hedonic pricing regression main results. 
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of over-controlling, through its use of only one distance term and one time trend. However, 

due to lack of data, the model incorporates few features of properties such as amenities and 

crucially does not provide information on the impact of HMO status. 

 

 

Robustness checks and alternative specification 

The regression results in Table 4 serve as a robustness check for the main specification 

(Table B1), with property listings in the years 2012 and 2013 excluded. As explained in the 

data section, the distribution of adjusted rent price per room was more dispersed and with 

many higher values in these years, depressing the time trend coefficient. Accordingly, it can 

be seen that the coefficient of years since 2014 in this specification is considerably higher 

(5.79) than the coefficient of years since 2012 (3.69) seen in the previous regression. 

Excluding these years does not have a substantial effect on any other coefficients or their 

statistical significance. The price index function can be seen in Figure 60, which has a steeper 

slope 

than the 

former. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 60: Price index function for HPR main specification 

& Table 3: Price index values. 
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Table 5 presents the results for an alternative regression specification which includes an 

interaction term between rooms and distance. The coefficient for this interaction term is not 

significant and its inclusion has little effect on the value of any of the other coefficients, 

which is why it was not included in our final specification. The result suggests that the effect 

of distance on rental price per room does not depend on the number of rooms in the property, 

and likewise the effect of number of rooms in a property on rental price per room does not 

depend on distance. 

 

Table B34: Results from robustness check, removing years 2012 and 2012. 

Figure 61: Price index function for HPR excluding the years 2012 and 2013. 
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The alternative specification presented in Table 6 replaces adjusted rent per room with its 

natural logarithm. This allows for easy interpretation of the time trend and distance 

coefficients as percentages. As such, it can be said that inflation-adjusted rent per room 

increased 1% each year between 2012 and 2024. Furthermore, rent decreases 6% for each 

kilometre increase in walking distance from the centre of figuretown. Given that the room 

dummies are indicator variables, these coefficients cannot be easily interpreted as percentage 

changes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5: Results from alternative specification with a room-distance interaction term. 

Table B56: Results from log adjusted rent per room specification. 
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The regression used to generate the results in Table 7 was the same as the main specification 

but with another time trend added to control for post-pandemic effects. However, the table 

demonstrates that the coefficient of the ‘years since 2020’ variable is not significant, 

demonstrating that there has not been a differential time trend since 2020.  

 

Figure 62: Price index function for log adjusted room specification. 
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The results in Table 8 show that, holding all else constant (including distance from the 

town centre), each kilometre increase in distance from the University Sports Centre leads to a 

£17.84 reduction in adjusted monthly rental price per room, however this result is only 

Table B78: Results from distance from the University Sports Centre/Gym specification. 

Table B67: Results from the post-pandemic time trend specification 
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marginally significant (10%). Furthermore, this result increases the magnitude of the 

coefficient of distance from the centre of town, suggesting that perhaps some properties’ 

relative distance from town is compensated for by their relative proximity to the gym, limiting 

the reduction in rental price. This proximity measure may be unrelated to the gym itself, and 

may simply reflect that areas closer to the gym are considered better areas to live (e.g. nicer-

looking streets, generally more appealing properties, more nearby amenities, closer to the 

science building – the only university buildings not in the centre of town, etc). \ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Table 9 displays the results for the main regression with controls added for post-

pandemic time trend and distance from the University gym. In this specification we appear to 

be over-controlling, as both time trends are now highly insignificant. The price index function 

for this regression is shown in Figure 63, showing a definitive kink at the year 2020, reflecting 

the coefficient of the variable ‘years since 2020’ being more than ten times that of the 

coefficient of ‘years since 2012’. Note, however, that neither are statistically significant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C4: Price index function for combined post-2020 time trend and distance from 

the University Sports Centre/Gym specification.Figure 63: Price index function for 

combined post-2020 time trend and distance from the University Sports Centre/Gym 

Table 9: Results from combined post-2020 time trend and distance from the University Sports 

Centre/Gym specification. 
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Table 10 presents results from the initial regression with a term added to control for the 

concentration of HMOs in the property’s postcode. Interpreting the coefficient suggests that a 

10% increase in the probability that a property is an HMO increases the monthly rental price 

of a room by £18.81. While this appears to be highly significant, there is concern of reverse 

causality or omitted variable bias from the introduction of this coefficient. In particular, it is 

likely that ‘higher-value’ properties are selected to be HMOs as landlords consider it 

worthwhile to pay the administration fees, or that certain areas of town have a higher 

concentration of HMOs as they are known to be more appealing to students and so command 

a higher price.  
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Fife Council Rent Data Analysis 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11 shows the results from regression of rent per room on various property 

characteristics using the dataset provided by Fife Council. The results from this dataset reflect 

our main specification in many ways, including properties being further away commanding 

lower rents. This regression also suggests some new results based on the availability of data on 

property characteristics which are not represented in our main dataset, including whether a 

property is a flat or house, its furnished status, as well as data on properties outside of St 

Andrews but still within Fife. While these findings may be useful in informing our 

understanding of the determinants of rent prices in St Andrews, it is important not to place too 

Table B910: Results from specification including ratio of number of HMOs to total properties 

in a postcode. 

Table B1011: Results from regression using Fife Council’s rent 

dataset. 
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much weight on them given the uncertainty around data collection methods, hence our decision 

not to base our analysis on these results. 

 

5.4 Discussion 

Analysis of results 

The results from our main specification, displayed in Table 10 above, suggest a 

persistent increase in inflation-adjusted rent year on year. There are many plausible 

explanations for this. The past decade has been marked by nation-wide rent price increases, 

suggesting factors external to the St Andrews context may be the cause. Alternatively, rent 

prices may have increased due to a demand shock from exogenous increases in students moving 

into St Andrews. Alternatively, there may have been supply contractions, perhaps in 

anticipation of the new HMO regulations implemented in 2019, or due to the trend of landlords 

leasing out their properties for short-lets (not included in our dataset), as long-lets command 

lower prices. 

The finding that there is a premium for renting properties closer to the centre of town in St 

Andrews is reflective of student sentiment of being more than 10 minutes from town being 

fairly far away. A similar sentiment can be extrapolated to students’ reluctance to live outside 

of town, such as in neighbouring towns or in Dundee, a 30-minute bus journey away. The final 

result was that there is a U-shaped relationship between rent price and number of rooms in a 

property. The decline in rent price down to 3-bed properties perhaps reflects having to share 

communal spaces with more users. The increase after the 3-bed threshold may reflect that 

disproportionately more of the sampled properties are HMOs (as families renting are unlikely 

to require very large properties), for which landlords can charger disproportionately high rents 

given that there are more rent-paying occupants than in a typical family. 

 

The alternative specifications also give useful insight into the determinants of rent prices 

in St Andrews. The specification including the rom-distance interaction term (Table 5) showed 

that the coefficient of this term was not statistically significant. This suggests that the effect of 

total number of rooms in a property does not depend on the property’s distance from the centre 

of town. This is an informative result, as would have been plausible for this interaction to be 

significant, for example if students preferred to live in bigger properties if the properties were 

further away to avoid feeling isolated, or if some students had a preference both to live further 

from town and to live with fewer people. 

The log-adjusted rent per room specification in Table 6 showed that increases in rental price 

may be exponential rather than linear. This finding is relevant for policymakers, as affordability 

of rental prices in Fife is already an issue of public concern (Fife Council, 2024), and an 

exponential rather than linear increase could mean that the situation could become out of hand 

relatively more quickly than the main results suggest.  

The specification which includes the post-2020 time trend (results in Table 7) showed that 

the coefficient of the ‘years since 2020’ variable was not significant. This result is interesting 

as the pandemic had significant disruptive effects on the rental market nation-wide and is also 

cited as a time when the University began admitting increasingly large cohorts of  
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students. The insignificance suggests that these and other pandemic-related changes did not 

have a significant medium-term effect on rental prices. 

 

The specification including the university gym and sports centre (results in Table 8) is 

useful in understanding the importance of amenities other than the centre of town in 

determining rental price. However, the coefficient of weighted distance from the university 

gym is only marginally significant when controlling for weighted distance from the centre of 

town. Also, this coefficient could reflect many amenities in the Western part of St Andrews, 

such as the University science buildings, Lade Braes public footpath, or the trio of Aldi, 

Morrisons and M&S within 100m of each other on Largo Road (see Figure 64). As such, while 

this result is of interest in that it suggests that the centre of town is not the only amenity 

impacting property price, interested parties may be interested in exactly which amenities raise 

rental prices and by how much. 

Finally, the specification including the ratio of number of HMOs to total properties (results 

in Table 10) is a useful starting point in understanding what the impact could be of HMO 

licence status of a property on its rental price. However, the results presented cannot credibly 

be argued to be causal, given the concerns relating to reverse causality and omitted variable 

bias. Reverse causality is plausible if properties landlords are more willing to pay to HMO 

administration fees for properties that command higher prices, and omitted variable bias is 

plausible if other characteristics (like the properties having certain amenities like a 

disproportionate ratio of bathrooms to bedrooms) may cause both higher rental prices and the 

increased suitability of a property as an HMO rather than a family dwelling. These endogeneity 

issues could be resolved through an analysis using a similar method to that off Duflo & Pande 

(2007). This would require data on total number of HMOs by postcode in St Andrews for all 

igure C5: Map of St Andrews, displaying the many amenities in the West. Figure 64: 

Map of St Andrews, displaying the many amenities in the West.  

Source: Google Maps. 
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years from 2012-2024, as well as “HMO incidence” of postcodes (ratio of total number of 

HMOs to total number of properties) in 2012. One could then create an instrument for predicted 

HMO incidence in all following years by assuming that the attribution of HMOs to postcodes 

each year matches the HMO incidence in 2012, and regressing rental price on this instrument 

in a 2SLS regression. However, due to lack of data on HMO-to-total properties ratio in 2012, 

this analysis could not be carried out in this report. 

 

Opportunities for further research 

 The addition of further data on property amenities would be useful in improving the 

model. Relevant data would include whether or not the property has a garden, how many 

bathrooms it has or its bathroom-to-bedroom ratio, whether the property is a flat or a house and 

whether it is being leased as an HMO or not. The latter detail would be particularly relevant to 

assessing the impact of the HMO Overprovision Policy on rental price, which could be done 

using a regression discontinuity design. In the absence of data on HMO status, HMO-to-

property ratio by postcode could be a useful proxy as mentioned above, and perhaps entails 

more easily attainable data. 

 Finally, the recent unprecedented increases in interest rates may have an impact on the 

cost of rental prices in St Andrews. The collection of more data and over a longer period of 

time will be necessary to assess the effects of these interest rate hikes in the medium- to longer-

term. 
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6. Demand Team 

The demand team was focused on building a model of the rental market that could be calibrated 

using observed prices and supply numbers, and then used to perform counterfactual analyses 

to answer questions about the effects of supply and demand shocks on rent in St Andrews. Our 

main objective was to separate the effects of the supply shock of the capping of HMO licenses 

and the demand shock of the sharp increase in student population. We did this to determine 

which factors, demand, or supply, contributed more to the overall rise in rent observed after 

2019. Additionally, we were interested in counterfactual questions, such as the hypothetical 

scenario of the impact that the building of another student hall would have on rent in the private 

market. A large motivator of our team’s research was the policy question of, “If Fife Council 

decided to allow for more HMO licenses in the market, by how much would they have to raise 

the cap to ease the recent rise in rent?” We used the model to answer these questions using our 

developed model and rental market observations, the results of which are discussed below.  

The members of the demand team are Georgi Butch, Ajda Vili Kapelj Zupan, and Marcin 

Weremczuk.  

6.1 Methods 

We model average monthly rent per bedroom in the housing market of St Andrews. We built 

our model in Python, by constructing a system of several market-related equations, which take 

input data for all corresponding unknowns and can be used to solve for the chosen investigated 

one (rent) by inputting observed data.  

 

Below are the equations we included in our model. For each year, we have a corresponding set 

of equations for each of the ones below.   

 

We are representing the quantity of rooms demand as a linear function of price: 

𝐷(𝑝) = 𝐴  −  𝐵 ⋅ 𝑝 

 

where D(p) stands for quantity of rooms demanded and p for price, with A and B being 

constants representing the y-intercept and slope of the demand curve, respectively.  

 

Below is the standard equation for point elasticity at equilibrium price.   

 

𝜀  =  
𝑑(𝐷(𝑝))

𝑑𝑝 
⋅

𝑝

𝐷(𝑝)
 

 

 

Where 𝜀 stands for demand elasticity, and D(p) is the equilibrium quantity of rooms supplied 

at the equilibrium price, which our model assumes is the same as the HMO provision for that 

year, under the following market condition: 

 

𝐷(𝑝)  =  𝑆 

 

 

where S strands for supply, or the HMO provision of rooms.  
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Below are the equations for our assumption of demand shock, which we have a set for every 

year that we considered when doing counterfactual analysis. Here we are using parameters of 

a respective considered year and current year (2023): 

 

𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜  =  
𝑆𝑦

𝑆𝑐
 

𝐷𝑦(𝑝𝑐)  =  𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜  ⋅ 𝐷𝑐(𝑝𝑐) 

 

Above y stands for the considered year and c for the current year (2023).  

 

When investigating decomposition and doing other counterfactual analysis we are inputting 

observed data for demand (D), supply (S) and rent (p). The coefficients A and B are 

simultaneously calculated by solving the above system of equations.  

 

In this work we are assuming perfectly inelastic supply of HMO properties. We are calibrating 

for demand elasticity by using observed data for the parameters stated above. Our demand 

elasticity value is the same for each considered year, and we are determining this value by a 

calibration process which is included in our model. This process considers a range or elasticity 

values and minimizes the difference between the observed and modelled rent paths. The 

corresponding elasticity (that minimizes this difference) is set as the input elasticity parameter 

of the model. Our calibrated elasticity value is 1.4. 

Below is a graph of the observed rent path and the modelled rent path when their difference is 

minimized – when price elasticity of demand is 1.4 (for all years in the 2016-2023 period).  

 

Fig. D1: Observed vs Modelled rent path for years 2016-2023 

When performing counterfactuals to predict a future private rent market equilibrium, 

we add an additional set of equations for the future year and substitute the supply and demand 

inputs as desired to predict a figure for future rent.  

The full codes can be found in the appendix.  
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Assumptions 

While constructing our model and method of decomposition and counterfactual analysis, we 

have made assumptions related to demand and supply of this market. The following have the 

main implications in our method:  

- Supply is perfectly inelastic (determined by the built housing). 

- Active HMO licenses determine how many effective rooms there are available – hence 

determine the supply. 

- Demand of this housing market is a linear function. Only students in St Andrews create 

demand on this market. 

- Students live only in St Andrews and in HMO licensed properties. 

- Students have a willingness to pay for a room in St Andrews relative to the alternative 

(living outside town), creating demand with some elasticity in the town’s housing 

market 

 

6.2 Data 

 

The data we used for prices consists of the price index constructed by the Price Team earlier in 

the semester, which was a weighted average of per-bedroom rents from 2016 to 2023. For 

supply, we averaged the number of HMO rooms available across 12 months for each year from 

2016 to 2019, using the data from the Register Team. These numbers exclude the HMO 

licensed rooms in student halls, so that we can isolate the supply on the private market. For all 

years including and after 2019, when the HMO policy went into effect, we use a constant supply 

of 2718 rooms, which is the total number of rooms available under the current HMO provision.  

For demand, we used the University of St Andrews’s data on the number of students 

living in halls found via a Freedom of Information Act request. We subtracted the number of 

students living in halls from the total number of students enrolled in each year to find the 

number of students that do not live in university-provided accommodation in each year. These 

students constitute the demand for housing in the private market for each year. 

As mentioned in the methods section, our value of demand elasticity, 1.4, was found 

through calibrating the the model, rather than being taken from previous studies, which 

typically assume that the demand for housing is inelastic, or less than 1. When performing 

counterfactual analysis, we assumed that this elasticity was constant across all years, including 

in 2024 for future scenarios.  

 

YEAR DEMAND SUPPLY MONTHLY RENT 

2016 5003 2764 554 

2017 5343 2879 535 

2018 5071 2758 644 

2019 5175 2718 661 

2020 6381 2718 640 

2022 6031 2718 677 

2023 6000 2718 676 

Table D2: Data inputs for the linear demand and supply model 

 

The above table shows all data inputs for the model. These values are taken from our 

observations of the market. It should be noted that the quantity demanded figure for 2023 of 

6000 is an estimate based on the assumption that the number of students searching for housing 
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in the private market stayed constant from 2022 and might have even slightly decreased due to 

lower enrolment of the university. The numbers of students in halls for this year were not yet 

available. All prices have been adjusted for inflation (CPI) using 2023 as the base year.  

 

6.3 Results 

Decomposition of the observed rent increase into supply and demand shocks 

 

Our main topic of interest was to what extent the recent rent increase was caused by the HMO 

Overprovision policy (implemented in 2019) and to what extent by the growing student 

population. We investigated this by a counterfactual analysis, decomposing the market into two 

isolated scenarios: the case where the policy is not implemented and the case where student 

population does not grow since the policy was implemented. We call these two cases “no 

supply shock” and “no demand shock” respectively. To investigate “no supply shock” we 

assumed that yearly supply increases by 1.5%, since this was an average rate of change in 

supply over 5 years before the policy implementation. For investigating “no demand shock” 

we assumed that the student population stayed constant from the policy implementation on.  

Hence, we determined that 29% of the rent increase could be attributed to the HMO 

Overprovision policy, while 71% was linked to the rise in student numbers. In total, the 

modelled rent per room increase from 2019 to 2023 was found to be 9.84%, from £569 to £625 

per month. The decomposition results are demonstrated graphically on Fig. D3 below. 

 

Fig. D3: Decomposition of the total change in the modelled market equilibrium into demand and supply shocks 
 

Hypothetical construction of a new student hall 

 

Another question we answered with our model concerned the impact of the hypothetical 

construction of another student hall by the University. We found that the median size of an 

undergraduate hall, excluding the outlier of David Russell Apartments, which is a large student 

residential complex, was 200 beds. Knowing this, we ran the model with the figure for students 

https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=decb3ad4176aa1e6JmltdHM9MTcxMjI3NTIwMCZpZ3VpZD0xMTY0MTFjNy05NDUzLTY5YWItMzllYi0wMmYxOTVmZjY4NWQmaW5zaWQ9NTUzNQ&ptn=3&ver=2&hsh=3&fclid=116411c7-9453-69ab-39eb-02f195ff685d&u=a1L3NlYXJjaD9xPVBvdW5kK3N0ZXJsaW5nJkZPUk09U05BUFNUJmZpbHRlcnM9c2lkOiI2ZmQ1ZjUxMy1mZjJhLWZhY2ItYjlkYi01NzIyNWYwODkwYjki&ntb=1
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not in halls set to 5800 in 2024, representing 200 students leaving the private rental market and 

choosing to live in the new hall. Our model predicts that this would lower the equilibrium rent 

per room by 2.4%, from 676 in 2023 to 660 in 2024. This also assumes that the university 

would build the hall but not significantly increase the number of enrolled students. We show 

these findings on Fig. D4 below. 

 

 
Fig. D4: Projected impact of a hypothetical construction of a new 200-bed student hall 

 

Required change in supply to decrease rent by 5% 

 

If we are to assume that the HMO policy had a significant effect on the recent increase 

in rent in St Andrews, which our model suggests it did, then we can also assume that increasing 

or decreasing the HMO provision levels may be used as a reasonable method of adjusting the 

market rent. It may be desirable to bring the average rent back down to pre-policy levels, such 

as those observed in 2018. To do this, a 5% decrease in equilibrium rent is required, from 676 

to 644. Our model predicts that the number of HMO rooms available would have to increase 

by 7.5%, from 2718 beds to 2922, to bring about such a change. This is shown on Fig. D5 

below. 
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Fig.D5: Impact of a hypothetical increase in HMO licence provision required to decrease rent by 5% 

 

Continued increase in student numbers into the future 

 

One final counterfactual we investigated was rooted in the growth patterns of the 

student population over recent years. We find that the average increase in student population 

for each year is about 5%. If this continues without any changes from Fife Council in the HMO 

provision, or any increase in university-provided accommodation, and if we assume that the 

change in students looking for private housing is proportional to the overall change in 

enrolment, we can predict the increase in price by inputting a demand figure of 6300 students. 

The model returns a predicted price increase from 676 to 702, which is about 4% higher. This 

is shown on Fig. D6 below. 
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Fig. D6: Projected impact of a 5% increase (relative to 2023) in student population on the private rental 

market, assuming no growth in university-provided accommodation 

  

 

6.4 Discussion 

Decomposition findings 

 

Since we found the demand on the private rental market in St Andrews to be elastic, it could 

have been expected that we determined that demand factors had a relatively larger impact on 

rent levels than supply factors. Most of recent years’ rent increase was attributed to growing 

student population due to expansion of the university. However, limiting HMO licence 

provision still considerably influenced the market outcome, contributing to almost 30% of the 

total rent increase. It may be concluded that adjusting both demand and supply can effectively 

introduce relevant changes on the market and influence rent levels. 

 

Implications of model assumptions 

 

The design of our model is based on a few core assumptions, which can be elaborated on and 

further tested in the future.  

First, we assume that demand is a linear function consisting of only the students of St 

Andrews, including undergraduates, postgraduates, and people of varying fee statuses and 

other personal characteristics. This is a reasonable assumption for the demand for HMO 

properties because it is likely that students are the ones who are most likely searching for 

properties which require HMO licenses – those which house three or more unrelated people.  

We also assume that supply is perfectly inelastic (supply curve is vertical), at the 

number of rooms HMO rooms available during any given year. This is an oversimplification, 

but also a reasonable one.  

The third assumption we make is that all students not living in halls are demanding an 

HMO property. This does not account for two significant groups: commuter students and 

students who seek housing on the private market but end up living in a one or two bed property 
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that does not require an HMO license. Investigating these groups further could prove to be a 

valuable way of improving the accuracy of the model’s predictions.  

We also assume that the input data is reliable and precise, which might not be the case. 

The weighted average price index, which was used for the price observations input, was based 

on all logged properties within St Andrews limits, whether they had an HMO licence or not. 

Our model, however, only is concerned with the market for HMO properties, therefore these 

observations might not be reflective of the rent levels for HMO properties only. Furthermore, 

issues with the HMO register may result in an inaccurate determination of supply on the market. 

 

Introduced model improvements 

 

For this progress report, we have decided to use a different price index than what we had 

previously used as input data for the model. We had used the yearly prices from Ayton House 

but have since started using the weighted-average based price index collected through scraped 

data from the Price Team. We believe this gives us a more accurate overall snapshot of rent 

changes from year to year across the market, rather than focusing on the rent of just one 

establishment.  

We have also updated our elasticity assumption based on the calibration techniques 

mentioned above using the new price index. We had previously assumed that demand for 

housing in St Andrews was inelastic, at a value of 0.7. However, due to the nature of a small 

student town with many nearby substitutes, a more elastic figure of 1.4 can be justified, as 

students can fairly easily move to nearby towns, where rent tends to be relatively lower as well.  

 

Calibration and possible overfitting 

 

It should be noted that our calibration method for the model and counterfactual analysis 

introduces potential overfitting, impacting the estimated demand elasticity and results. Namely, 

our model is constructed so that whenever we wish to model specific rents (i.e., use the system 

of equations to solve for these rents), we are required to leave input observed rent data for at 

least one year. This results in overfitting the modelled rents to that observed rent input. When 

calibrating the model, we used the current rent (2023) for modelling the rest, which resulted in 

overfitting the modelled price path on this current rent. This overfitting may have influenced 

our elasticity assumption, so further analysis into this estimation could be done to improve it. 

When conducting decomposition analysis, we used rent from 2016 to model the rest, as we 

wished to investigate in what rent increase (between years 2019 and 2023) a hypothetical no 

policy implementation and constant demand would result. That is, we did not want to overfit 

the modelled price for 2023, as this was our point of investigation. However, it is reasonable 

to assume that our decomposition analysis results might have been influenced by overfitting 

the modelled rents on rent from 2016. Furthermore, when conducting the rest of the 

counterfactual analysis, we used rent from 2023 to model the remaining rents, so we assume 

results of this analysis might as well be influenced by overfitting the modelled rents on rent 

from 2023.  

It should also be noted that we have removed 2021 from the model. This is because this 

year is an outlier due to the conditions created by the COVID-19 pandemic, when an above 

average number of students were commuting.  

 

Possible improvements 

 

Additionally, further work can be done to improve the model. Including more previous years 

could improve accuracy, although this would likely require the reforming of the model design, 
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perhaps by using for-loops or list comprehensions to make the code more user-friendly for 

counterfactual analysis.  

Another potential avenue would be to split the demand curve by student groups, perhaps 

by fee status or between undergraduate and postgraduate students. These groups likely have 

different elasticities and willingness to pay, making it more accurate to view them separately.  

Improving the accuracy of data collection for model inputs would also improve the 

significance of the model output. Using a price index basing only on HMO licenced properties 

would fit the assumptions of the model better, and hence the model would be more reflective 

of reality. Introducing separate models for the markets for non-HMO properties and for HMO-

licenced properties would also enable us to investigate the levels of a potential HMO rent 

premium in St Andrews. 
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7. General Lessons 

With this year’s team structure being significantly different to those of previous years, the VIP 

project has experienced a major transformation this semester, having (i) a larger team overall, 

(ii) a team re-restructuring mid-way through the semester, and (iii) a postgraduate student being 

part of the project. Whilst this has opened up many new opportunities for the progress of this 

project, it has also led to general lessons being learnt within each team individually and the 

team as a whole. 

Communication Dynamics and Collaborative Interactions 

The vitality of robust communication mechanisms cannot be overstated. Having learnt 

from last year’s development of the project, communication this year has been improved to 

flow through three steps, thereby ensuring more effective team dynamics and interactions. 

Firstly, there is team-internal interaction within each of the sub-teams of the project 

which is crucial, as the individual team’s outputs drive the overall progress of the project. 

However, having several team members requires everyone to (i) be flexible enough, so that 

schedules can be aligned, (ii) communicate problems openly and early, so that other team 

members can provide any help needed, and (iii) work together in setting interim deadlines and 

sharing results, so that the individual team work can be brought into the plenum and be used 

by other teams. Individual teams have learned that proper file management, meeting 

documentation, and collaboration is key for a good research output (more in paragraph about 

Effective Methods, Workflow, and Organisation). 

Secondly, knowing from previous years that each sub-team has difficulties in terms of 

sorting their results and contribution into the overall picture of the project, the new role of a 

“flexible” has been introduced, who serves as the connection between each individual team 

and is part of the project to monitor, manage, and inform everyone to ensure a long-term 

conference-oriented and academic focus from a student view. Especially, as a postgraduate and 

having a broader view onto the project and topic, the main goal is to make sure the work is 

answering relevant economic questions, however, this role is dependent on the results of the 

other teams’ work, which is why the main lesson learned has been that there is the need for an 

open exchange of ideas and further, early discussion with all teams, which has worked well for 

goal-setting and for improving and extending existing work. 

Thirdly, communication with supervisors is paramount for the success of any project 

and has also gained importance in this project. By maintaining open lines of communication, 

teams are able to benefit from timely feedback, clarifications on project objectives, and insights 

into best practices. In particular, regular team and project-level meetings in form of Weekly 

Supervised Meetings (WSM) serve as pivotal forums for aligning objectives, clarifying 

expectations, and fostering a cohesive team environment. 

An exemplary instance of overall effective flow of communication through the three 

steps are this year’s implemented weekly Weekly Unsupervised Meetings (WUM) which 

ensure that feedback from peers and supervisors is well received and which serve as an open 

platform to exchange progress, as often supervisors stay for a longer chat and input as well. 

Effective Methods, Workflow, and Organisation 

A project’s success does not rely only effective communication, but also lies in the 

implementation of effective methods, streamlined workflow, and meticulous organisation. 

With all sub-teams having (i) regular meetings amongst themselves and minuting these (see 

Survey Team for example), next to (ii) having their own sub-channel on Teams to communicate 

amongst themselves, and (iii) having their own folder within the project (see Register Team 

for example) which serves to properly structure code repositories and the team’s files, 

confusion as to where to find files or previous discussions has been reduced. 

https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/Flexible%20Team/Main%20contributions%20as%20%E2%80%98flexible%E2%80%99.docx?d=wa47c23344cd44ed28f917c693f12645d&csf=1&web=1&e=NxvMCX
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/Flexible%20Team/Main%20contributions%20as%20%E2%80%98flexible%E2%80%99.docx?d=wa47c23344cd44ed28f917c693f12645d&csf=1&web=1&e=NxvMCX
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24-Survey_S2/Shared%20Documents/Survey_S2/Meeting%20notes?csf=1&web=1&e=ou5doC
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24-Survey_S2/Shared%20Documents/Survey_S2/Meeting%20notes?csf=1&web=1&e=ou5doC
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/Register%20Team?csf=1&web=1&e=eD2cRS
https://universityofstandrews907.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/sites/HMOVIP2023-24/Shared%20Documents/General/Register%20Team?csf=1&web=1&e=eD2cRS
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Academic Research, Analysis, and Skills 

Ultimately, the project’s main lesson is the profound value found in interdisciplinary 

collaboration and methodological rigor through the project offering a ground for all participants 

to try themselves in an academic environment without pressure. Through collective efforts of 

this semester’s team, new changes in the housing market could be explored with the project 

thereby fostering the cultivation of critical thinking, problem-solving, and research skills 

(including quantitative skills such as Stata, R, Python, or qualitative skills such as survey 

writing, academic writing, or setting up research hypothesis for research) amongst team 

members. 

Process of Learning 

The process of learning within the VIP project was characterised by experimentation, 

adaptation, and resilience. While some initiatives failed to yield immediate results, they 

provided valuable insights into the importance of clear communication, structured workflow, 

and collaborative problem-solving. 

One significant challenge revolved around adapting to the larger team size and the 

subsequent need for more structured communication channels. As initially last semester’s team 

had a micromanagement approach to the project, that is, each team worked within their own 

team and did not set a focus on interdisciplinary communication, a more formalised approach 

to work and communication was established this semester which included the introduction of 

a "flexible" role to bridge communication gaps between sub-teams. This role proved effective 

in facilitating cross-team collaboration and ensuring alignment with project goals, however, 

defining the responsibilities and scope of this role led to difficulties in its execution. Through 

iterative discussions and adjustments, the “flexible” role was refined to not only act as a link 

across teams and create an overall academic output, but also to work within teams to help out 

where needed, proving useful with necessary input where needed. 

Additionally, the team has realised that the project has reached a point where data 

scraping and model correction are sound and applicable, which is why the push for final results 

has gained primary importance. This realisation eventually led to a team re-structuring mid-

way through the semester into four more focused teams, namely Survey, Register, Demand, 

and Supply team, in order to focus on applied data analysis and a results-oriented approach 

rather than on scraping more data and extending existing models. This flexible re-organisation 

of team structures only proved possible through transparent communication and everyone’s 

willingness to adapt to evolving project needs. By acknowledging the limitations of previous 

approaches and embracing a more flexible mindset, the team successfully navigated the 

transition towards a results-oriented focus, proven by this Progress Report which is structured 

around a main result that every team has pushed and refined over the course of the last semester. 

Last but not least, in terms of academic research and analysis, the learning process was 

constant and evolving as the different quantitative and qualitative analysis skills of each team 

member were continuously improved. Team members who initially struggled to translate their 

findings into an appropriate methodology or into cohesive research findings were encouraged 

to engage in an open dialogue, thus benefitting from the knowledge sharing of other team 

members, which helped the team to leverage individual strengths and overcome analytical 

hurdles. 

Therefore, through continuous refinement and a commitment to shared objectives, the 

team successfully navigated challenges and achieved meaningful progress in research 

endeavours, proving the team's resilience and commitment to achieving impactful outcomes. 
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Appendix 2: Variable Cleaning 
****General Cleaning**** 

rename Whatisyourindividualmonthly rent 

rename Howmanyoccupiedbedroomsarei bedrooms 

rename Whoisresponsibleforpayingyo responsible 

rename Whatisyourfeestatus feestatus 

rename whatisyourethnicorigin ethnicorigin 

rename whatyearareyou year 

rename whatisyourdegree degree 

rename doyouliveinhalls halls 

rename doyouliveinauniversitymana unimanaged 

rename howdoyoudescribeyourself describeyourself  

rename whatisyouraddress address 

rename Isyourpropertyrentedthrough propertyrentedthrough 

rename ListofCountries countries 

rename Byhowmuchwouldyourindividua howmuchrentincreasetomove 

rename Haveyoulivedinyourpresenta morethanayear 

rename Byhowmuchhasyourrentincrea rentincreased 

rename Whatisyourprimarymeansoftr primarytransport 

rename Howlongwouldittakeyoutowa howlongtowalk 

rename Rankthefollowingfactorswhen ranksafety 

rename T rankprice 

rename U rankconvenience 

rename Imaginea3bedroomfurnishedfl WTPMarketstreet 

rename W WTPLamond 

rename X WTPDundee 

 

****N/A Cleaning for all variables**** 

local variablelist1 describeyourself ethnicorigin year degree halls 

unimanaged address propertyrentedthrough bedrooms rent feestatus countries 

responsible howmuchrentincreasetomove morethanayear rentincreased 

primarytransport howlongtowalk ranksafety rankprice rankconvenience 

WTPMarketstreet WTPLamond WTPDundee 

foreach var of local variablelist1 { 

 replace `var' = "n/a" if inlist(`var', "N/a", "N/A", "n") 

 display "`var'" 

} 
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**altering mistaken "33" instead of "3" entry in "what year are you?" 

question 

count if year == "33" 

replace year = "3" if year == "33" 

 

Appendix 3: Finding distance to town using postcode  

 
****Code for finding Walking Distance to Tesco from KP****  

save All_Respondents_Analysis_GY_LS_SD.dta, replace 

ssc install matchit 

ssc install freqindex 

import excel "`data'Postcode Continuous Variable 1.xlsx", firstrow clear 

gen postcode_merge = substr(Postcode, 6, .) 

gen street_merge = substr(Description, 10, .) 

save NewPostcode_survey_original.dta, replace 

duplicates drop street_merge, force // CAUTION: ONLY FOR USE IF USING 

STREET FUZZY MATCHING 

drop if street_merge == "" 

gen idold = _n 

save Postcode_survey.dta, replace  

use All_Respondents_Analysis_GY_LS_SD.dta  

gen Postcode = " " 

local postcodes KY DD ky dd Ky Dd kY dDforeach postcd in `postcodes' { 

gen `postcd'_check = regexm(address, "`postcd'[0-9]") 

gen `postcd'_position = strpos(address, "`postcd'") if `postcd'_check > 0 

replace Postcode = substr(address, `postcd'_position, 8) if `postcd'_check 

> 0 

drop `postcd'_position `postcd'_check 

} 

replace Postcode = "." if Postcode == "" 

gen Postcode_upper = upper(Postcode) 

drop Postcode 

rename Postcode_upper Postcode 

gen Postcode_clean = subinstr(Postcode, " ", "", .) 

gen Postcode_clean2 = substr(Postcode_clean, 1, 4) + " " + 

substr(Postcode_clean, 5, .) 

drop Postcode 

rename Postcode_clean2 Postcode 

drop Postcode_clean 

  

gen id_reimport = _n 

save Week3_Analysis_KP_PreImport.dta, replace 

drop if Postcode != " " 

gen idnew = _n 

save Week3_Analysis_KP.dta, replace 

matchit idnew address using Postcode_survey.dta, idu(idold) 

txtu(street_merge) 

keep if similscore > 0.7 

  

joinby idold using Postcode_survey.dta 

joinby idnew using Week3_Analysis_KP.dta 

  

save fuzzy_match.dta, replace 

  

use Week3_Analysis_KP_PreImport.dta 

  

merge 1:m id_reimport using "fuzzy_match.dta", force 

gen new_postcode = "KY16 " + postcode_merge 

replace Postcode = new_postcode if Postcode == " " & postcode_merge != " " 

replace Postcode = "" if Postcode == "KY16 " 
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drop id_reimport idnew idold similscore Description GridReference Xeasting 

Ynorthing Latitude Longitude I J K L M _merge 

order address Postcode DistancetoTown street_merge 

drop new_postcode 

  

drop postcode_merge 

gen postcode_merge = substr(Postcode, 6, .) 

merge m:m postcode_merge using "NewPostcode_survey_original.dta" 

drop if _n > 651 

drop DistancetoTown _merge 

merge m:m Postcode using "NewPostcode_survey_original.dta" 

drop check postcode_merge I J K L M _merge 

order address Postcode DistancetoTown 

drop if _n > 651 

*drop if _n > 644 

*drop postcode_merge 

 

Appendix 4: Transforming variables 

 
*Generating Loop to encode variables into categories 

local variablelist2 describeyourself ethnicorigin year degree halls 

unimanaged address propertyrentedthrough bedrooms feestatus countries 

responsible  morethanayear  primarytransport howlongtowalk ranksafety 

rankprice rankconvenience Postcode subject_a subject_b 
foreach var of local variablelist2 { 
graph pie Freq., over(`var') nodraw 
encode `var', generate (`var'_num) 
label list  `var'_num  
} 
 

*Transforming halls rent to monthly values 

gen rent_month = .  

replace rent_month = rent_num/9  if rent_num > 3000 

replace rent_month = rent_num if rent_num <3000 

label variable rent_month "Monthly rent" 

*Generating Loop to create dummy variables for yes/no questions 

local variablelistdummy halls unimanaged morethanayear 

foreach var of local variablelistdummy { 

generate dummy_`var' = (`var' == "Yes") 

} 

 

///////////////////////////////////////////////// 

  
*create dummies for bedrooms: n/a is assumed to be studio apartments or 

halls 
generate dummy_bedrooms0 = 1 if (bedrooms == "n/a") 
replace dummy_bedrooms0 = 0 if (bedrooms != "n/a") 
generate dummy_bedrooms1 = 1 if (bedrooms == "1") 
replace dummy_bedrooms1 = 0 if (bedrooms != "1") 
generate dummy_bedrooms2 = 1 if (bedrooms == "2") 
replace dummy_bedrooms2 = 0 if (bedrooms != "2") 
generate dummy_bedrooms3 = 1 if (bedrooms == "3") 
replace dummy_bedrooms3 = 0 if (bedrooms != "3") 
generate dummy_bedrooms4 = 1 if (bedrooms == "4") 
replace dummy_bedrooms4 = 0 if (bedrooms != "4") 
generate dummy_bedrooms5 = 1 if (bedrooms == "5") 
replace dummy_bedrooms5 = 0 if (bedrooms != "5") 
generate dummy_bedrooms6ormore = 1 if (bedrooms == "6 or more") 
replace dummy_bedrooms6ormore = 0 if (bedrooms != "6 or more") 
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///////////////////////////////////////////////// 

  
/* 
failed to generate 
generate dummy_responsibleother = 0 if (responsible !=.) 
*/ 

  
*create dummy variables for responsible  
generate dummy_responsibleother = 0 
replace dummy_responsibleother = 1 if (responsible == "other")  
generate dummy_responsiblena = 0 
replace dummy_responsiblena = 1 if (responsible == "n/a")  
generate dummy_responsiblestudentloans = 0  
replace dummy_responsiblestudentloans = 1 if (responsible == "My student 

loans go toward paying my rent") 

generate dummy_responsibleownincome = 0  
replace dummy_responsibleownincome = 1 if (responsible == "I pay rent with 

my own income") 

generate dummy_responsibleaccomgrant = 0 
replace dummy_responsibleaccomgrant = 1 if (responsible == "I have an 

accommodation grant to pay my rent") 

generate dummy_responsiblefamily = 0 
replace dummy_responsiblefamily = 1 if (responsible == "A family member or 

guardian pays my rent") 

  
///////////////////////////////////////////////// 

  
*create dummy for property rented through 
generate dummy_propertyrentedowned = 0 
replace dummy_propertyrentedowned = 1 if (propertyrentedthrough == "I own 

the property I live in") 
generate dummy_propertyrentedagency = 0 
replace dummy_propertyrentedagency = 1 if (propertyrentedthrough == 

"Letting Agency")  
generate dummy_propertyrentednone = 0 
replace dummy_propertyrentednone = 1 if (propertyrentedthrough == "None of 

the above. I live in Halls or..") 
generate dummy_propertyrentedprivate = 0 
replace dummy_propertyrentedprivate = 1 if (propertyrentedthrough == 

"Private Landlord") 

  
///////////////////////////////////////////////// 

  
*create dummy for feestatus 
generate dummy_feestatusinternational = 0  
replace dummy_feestatusinternational = 1 if (feestatus == "International") 
generate dummy_feestatusscottish = 0 
replace dummy_feestatusscottish = 1 if (feestatus == "Scottish") 
gen dummy_feestatusother = 0 
replace dummy_feestatusother = 1 if (feestatus == "other") 
generate dummy_feestatusrestUK = 0 
replace dummy_feestatusrestUK = 1 if (feestatus == "rest of the UK") 

  
///////////////////////////////////////////////// 

  
gen dummy_nonwhite = 0 
replace dummy_nonwhite = 1 if strpos(ethnicorigin, "White") < 1 
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Appendix 5: Data Cleaning Codes for the Official Council Data (Produces 

FOIRegister_Cleaned.dta) 
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Appendix 6: Data Cleaning Codes for the Official Council Data (Produces 

FOIRegister_UniRemoved_Cleaned.dta) 
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Appendix 7: Property Level Conversion Code 
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Appendix 8: PDF Conversion Codes producing “Expedited_2012Onwards.dta” 
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Appendix 9: Code Creating Active Monthly Licences Graph 

 
 

Appendix 10: Code Creating Smoothed Monthly Active Licences Graph 
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Appendix 11: Code Creating Active Bedrooms by Month Graph 
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Appendix 12: Code Creating Smoothed Active Bedrooms by Month Graph 
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Appendix 13: BedroomsAsPropofTotProp_Revised.do 
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Appendix 14: Rent Data Cleaning and Analysis 
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Appendix 15 : Zoopla Scraping Code : Python  
from bs4 import BeautifulSoup 

from selenium import webdriver 

from selenium.webdriver.chrome.options import Options 

import pandas as pd 

import time 

import requests 

import re 

  

  

#set header 

headers = { 

    "User-Agent":"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/86.0.4240.111 Safari/537.36 

Edg/86.0.622.51" 

} 

#selenium set up 

chrome_options = Options() 

chrome_options.add_argument('--no-sandbox') 

chrome_options.add_argument('--disable-dev-shm-usage') 

driver = webdriver.Chrome(options=chrome_options) 

  

#create a list for years we would like to search 

years = ["2012", "2013","2014","2015","2016","2017","2018","2019","2020"] 

  

#separate the url of wayback into different parts 

  

url_Wayback_1 = "http://web.archive.org/" 
url_Wayback_2 = "1201000000*/https://www.zoopla.co.uk/to-

rent/property/fife/st-andrews/" 

  

#create a list for link 

link_list = [] 

  

#use for loop that goes through each year 

for year in years: 

    # Load selenium webdriver with the each year’s Wayback url 

    driver.get(f"{url_Wayback_1}web/{year}{url_Wayback_2}") 

    # Give some time for the browser to load the content 

    time.sleep(3) 

    # Use beautiful soup to get the web page 

    soup = BeautifulSoup(driver.page_source, 'lxml') 

    # limit the web page to only class "calendar-grid" 

    results = soup.find("div", class_="calendar-grid") 

    #find urls in results and append it into link_list 

    for link in results.find_all("a", href=True): 

        link_list.append(link['href']) 

#Create a list for dictionary 

Housing_list = [] 

print(link_list) 

  

#go through links in link list from previous part 

try: 

    for link in link_list: 

        link = "http://web.archive.org" + link 
        #use requests to load the page 

        r = requests.get(link, headers=headers) 

        #use beautiful soup to get the HTML 

http://web.archive.org/
http://web.archive.org/
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        soup = BeautifulSoup(r.text, "html.parser") 

        #find all sections of web code with class "clearfix" 

        results = soup.find_all("li", class_="clearfix") 

        #fetch date from urls 

        date = link[27:35] 

        # go through each section of web code with class "clearfix" 

        for result in results: 

         # find rent, address, number of rooms from this section 

            Rent = result.find('a', class_='listing-results-price') 

            Address = result.find('a', class_='listing-results-address') 

            Type = result.find('h2', class_='listing-results-attr') 

            #use if condtion to eliminate situtaions where data can't be 

obtained 

            if Rent!= None and Address!= None and Type!= None: 

                #modified format of obtained information 

                Rent = Rent.text.replace(',','') 

                Rent_list = re.findall(r'\b\d+\b', Rent) 

                Type = ''.join(filter(str.isdigit, Type.text)) 

                #add modified information into a dictionary 

                if Type != '': 

                    Type = Type[0] 

                    if date == "20120109": 

                        Housing = { 

                        'Date': date, 

                        'Rent': int(Rent_list[1]), 

                        'Type': Type, 

                        'Address': Address.text, 

                        'Link': link, 

                    } 

                    else: 

                        Housing = { 

                            'Date': date, 

                            'Rent': int(Rent_list[0]), 

                            'Type': Type, 

                            'Address': Address.text, 

                            'Link': link, 

                    } 

                    #add obtained dictionary into the Housing_list 

                    Housing_list.append(Housing) 

  

     

            driver.quit() 

            #change the list of dictionary to dataframe 

            df = pd.DataFrame(Housing_list, index=[0]) 

            #change Date from string to datetime 

            df['Date'] = pd.to_datetime(df['Date'], format='%Y%m%d') 

            #delete duplicate 

            df = df.drop_duplicates() 

            df=(df.T) 

            print(df) 

            #change the format to csv 

            df.to_excel('housinginfo.xlsx') 

  

except: 

    print("connection error")  

 

 

Appendix 16: HousesForSaleToRent web scraping code (Python) 
from bs4 import BeautifulSoup 

import re 
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import requests 

import pandas as pd 

import urllib.request 

# import urllib.parse 

# url_mapping = https://nominatim.openstreetmap.org/ui/search.html 
  

  

#set up headers 

headers = {"User-Agent": "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/86.0.4240.111 Safari/537.36 

Edg/86.0.622.51"} 

  

#set up lists for data and parameter "number of page" 

housinginfo_list = [] 

number_of_page = 31 

  

#create function to scrape housing information from website 

def HouseToRent(page): 

  #url of renting webstie 

  url_rent_stAndrews = f"https://housesforsaletorent.co.uk/houses/to-

rent/fife/saint-andrews.html?page={page}" 

  #scrape using beautifulsoup 

  r = requests.get(url_rent_stAndrews,headers=headers) 

  soup = BeautifulSoup(r.text, "html.parser") 

  results = soup.find_all("div", class_="col-4 justify listing-block") 

  

  for item in results: 

    location = item.find('h4',itemprop="address").text.strip() 

    if "St Andrews" in location or "St. Andrews" in location: 

      if "KY16" in location or "KY 16" in location: 

        rent = item.find('div',class_ = 'price-info').text.strip() 

        #code in green intends to get longitude and lattitude of location 

for geographical mapping in the next stage  

        # location_for_mapping = location.replace(', KY16','') 

        # response = requests.get(url_mapping).json() 

        Housing = { 

        'location': location, 

        'room_number': item.find('h3', itemprop = "name").text[:1], 

        'rent': ''.join(filter(str.isdigit, rent)), 

        'link': f'https://housesforsaletorent.co.uk/houses/to-

rent/fife/saint-andrews.html?page={page}', 

        # 'lat': response[0]["lat"], 

        # 'lon': response[0]["lon"], 

        } 

        housinginfo_list.append(Housing) 

  return housinginfo_list 

  

#scraping each page on the website 

for i in range(1,number_of_page+1): 

  HouseToRent(i) 

  

#create data frame to store obtained data 

df = pd.DataFrame(housinginfo_list) 

  

#remove duplicate rows 

df = df.drop_duplicates() 

print(df) 

  

#save the scraping result into excel file 

df.to_csv('housinginfo.csv')  

print('housinginfo.csv') 

https://nominatim.openstreetmap.org/ui/search.html
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Appendix Y1: Code to generate Price Index (Supply Team) 

 
 

 

Appendix Y2: Code to generate variable measuring weighted distance to 

University Sports Centre 
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Appendix 19: Demand team linear model codes 

import numpy as np 

from sympy import * 

from sympy import symbols 

from scipy.optimize import fsolve 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

 

#defining symbols 

elast2016,elast2017,elast2018,elast2019, 

elast2020,elast2022,elast2023,elasticity_in = symbols("\ 

elast2016 elast2017 elast2018 elast2019 elast2020 elast2022 elast2023 

elasticity_in") 

#defining more symbols 

A2020,B2020,H2016,H2017,H2018,H2019,H2020,H2022,H2023,StNH2016,StNH2017,StNH20

18,StNH2019,StNH2020,StNH2022,StNH2023 = symbols("\ 

A2020 B2020 H2016 H2017 H2018 H2019 H2020 H2022 H2023 StNH2016 StNH2017 

StNH2018 StNH2019 StNH2020 StNH2022 StNH2023") 

#defining more symbols 

p2016,p2017,p2018,p2019,p2020,p2022,p2023,A2018,B2018,A2022,B2022,A2016,B2016,

A2017,B2017,A2019,B2019,A2023,B2023 = symbols("\ 

p2016 p2017 p2018 p2019 p2020 p2022 p2023 A2018 B2018 A2022 B2022 A2016 B2016 

A2017 B2017 A2019 B2019 A2023 B2023") 

  

Monthlyrent2016=554 

Monthlyrent2017=535 

Monthlyrent2018=644 

Monthlyrent2019=661 

Monthlyrent2020=640 

Monthlyrent2022=677 

Monthlyrent2023=676 

EQNS=[]   ## initialise an empty array of equations 

#Equations for demand 

#These are general equations with A, B as unknowns and p as the set of all 

prices 

def xD2016(p): 

   return A2016-B2016*p 

def xD2017(p): 

   return A2017-B2017*p 

def xD2018(p): 

   return A2018-B2018*p 

def xD2019(p): 

   return A2019-B2019*p 

def xD2020(p): 

   return A2020-B2020*p 

def xD2022(p): 

   return A2022-B2022*p 

def xD2023(p): 

   return A2023-B2023*p 
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### Input parameters 

# Total supply of HMO rooms (from register data) 

EQNS.append(H2016 - 2764) 

EQNS.append(H2017 - 2879) 

EQNS.append(H2018 - 2758) 

EQNS.append(H2019 - 2718) 

EQNS.append(H2020 - 2718) 

EQNS.append(H2022 - 2718) 

EQNS.append(H2023 - 2718) 

# Student population not in halls  (from Uni FOI data) 

EQNS.append(StNH2016 - 5003) 

EQNS.append(StNH2017 - 5343) 

EQNS.append(StNH2018 - 5071) 

EQNS.append(StNH2019 - 5175) 

EQNS.append(StNH2020 - 6381) 

EQNS.append(StNH2022 - 6031) 

EQNS.append(StNH2023 - 6000) 

# Price observations (from price team data) 

EQNS.append(p2016 - Monthlyrent2016) 

EQNS.append(p2017 - Monthlyrent2017) 

EQNS.append(p2018 - Monthlyrent2018) 

EQNS.append(p2019 - Monthlyrent2019)  

EQNS.append(p2020 - Monthlyrent2020) 

EQNS.append(p2022 - Monthlyrent2022) 

EQNS.append(p2023 - Monthlyrent2023) 

## elasticity assumptions    

EQNS.append(elast2016 - elasticity_in) 

EQNS.append(elast2017 - elasticity_in) 

EQNS.append(elast2018 - elasticity_in) 

EQNS.append(elast2019 - elasticity_in) 

EQNS.append(elast2020 - elasticity_in) 

EQNS.append(elast2022 - elasticity_in) 

EQNS.append(elast2023 - elasticity_in) 

#### Elasticities evaluated at eqm prices 

EQNS.append(elast2016+diff(xD2016(p2016), p2016)*p2016/xD2016(p2016)) 

EQNS.append(elast2017+diff(xD2017(p2017), p2017)*p2017/xD2017(p2017)) 

EQNS.append(elast2018+diff(xD2018(p2018), p2018)*p2018/xD2018(p2018)) 

EQNS.append(elast2019+diff(xD2019(p2019), p2019)*p2019/xD2019(p2019)) 

EQNS.append(elast2020+diff(xD2020(p2020), p2020)*p2020/xD2020(p2020)) 

EQNS.append(elast2022+diff(xD2022(p2022), p2022)*p2022/xD2022(p2022)) 

EQNS.append(elast2023+diff(xD2023(p2023), p2023)*p2023/xD2023(p2023)) 

#### Market clearing conditions 

EQNS.append(xD2016(p2016) - H2016) 

EQNS.append(xD2017(p2017) - H2017) 

EQNS.append(xD2018(p2018) - H2018) 

EQNS.append(xD2019(p2019) - H2019) 

EQNS.append(xD2020(p2020) - H2020) 

EQNS.append(xD2022(p2022) - H2022) 
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EQNS.append(xD2023(p2023) - H2023) 

#### Assumption on demand shock 

student_pop_ratio_16_23 = StNH2016 / StNH2023 

student_pop_ratio_17_23 = StNH2017 / StNH2023 

student_pop_ratio_18_23 = StNH2018 / StNH2023 

student_pop_ratio_19_23 = StNH2019 / StNH2023 

student_pop_ratio_20_23 = StNH2020 / StNH2023 

student_pop_ratio_22_23 = StNH2022 / StNH2023 

EQNS.append(xD2016(p2023) - student_pop_ratio_16_23 * xD2023(p2023)) 

EQNS.append(xD2017(p2023) - student_pop_ratio_17_23 * xD2023(p2023)) 

EQNS.append(xD2018(p2023) - student_pop_ratio_18_23 * xD2023(p2023)) 

EQNS.append(xD2019(p2023) - student_pop_ratio_19_23 * xD2023(p2023)) 

EQNS.append(xD2020(p2023) - student_pop_ratio_20_23 * xD2023(p2023)) 

EQNS.append(xD2022(p2023) - student_pop_ratio_22_23 * xD2023(p2023)) 

  

UNKNS = [p2016,p2017,p2018,p2019,p2020,p2022,p2023,\ 

        A2016,B2016,A2017,B2017,\ 

        A2018,B2018,A2020,B2020,\ 

        A2019,B2019,A2023,B2023,\ 

        A2022,B2022,H2016,H2017,\ 

        H2018,H2019,H2020,H2022,H2023,\ 

        StNH2016,StNH2017,StNH2018,StNH2019,StNH2020,StNH2022,StNH2023,\ 

        elast2016,elast2017,elast2018,elast2019,elast2020,elast2022,elast2023] 

 

#remove the values we'd like to solve for 

EQNS2 = EQNS.copy() 

EQNS2.pop(14) 

EQNS2.pop(14) 

EQNS2.pop(14) 

EQNS2.pop(14) 

EQNS2.pop(14) 

EQNS2.pop(14) 

print(EQNS2) 

  

  

## minimising distance routine 

## initialising distance at an arbitrary high number 

current_mindistance=10**9 

  

# Elasticity values to consider 

elasticity_values = np.linspace(0.2, 3, 30) 

  

# List to store distances between the modelled and real prices, for each 

elasticity value 

distances = [] 

  

# Iterate over each elasticity value and compute the distance 

for elasticity in elasticity_values: 
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    # Update elasticity values in EQNS2 with the current elasticity 

   EQNS_updated = [eqn.subs({elasticity_in: elasticity}) for eqn in EQNS2] 

  

    # Solve the equations with updated elasticity 

   ANS = solve(EQNS_updated, UNKNS, dict=True)[0] 

  

    # List the modelled prices for this elasticity 

   modelled_prices = [ANS[p2016], ANS[p2017], ANS[p2018], ANS[p2019], 

ANS[p2020], ANS[p2022], ANS[p2023]] 

  

    # Calculate distance between the modelled and real price 

   distance = np.linalg.norm(np.array(modelled_prices, dtype=np.float64) - 

np.array([ 

       Monthlyrent2016, Monthlyrent2017, Monthlyrent2018, Monthlyrent2019, 

Monthlyrent2020, Monthlyrent2022, Monthlyrent2023], dtype=np.float64)) 

    ### numpy doesn't know how to handle sympy's Float type.  

   distances.append(distance) 

   if distance<current_mindistance:       ### if we have found a new candidate 

argmin, we store it 

       current_mindistance=distance.copy() 

       current_argmin=ANS.copy() 

       best_elasticity=elasticity.copy() 

  

# Find the index of the minimum distance 

min_distance_index = np.argmin(distances) 

  

# Best elasticity corresponding to the minimum distance 

best_elasticity = elasticity_values[min_distance_index] 

  

print("Best elasticity:", best_elasticity) 

print("Retained parametrisation:", current_argmin) 

 

 

### Perform counterfactuals here 

#defining more symbols 

H2024,StNH2024,elast2024,A2024,B2024,p2024 = symbols("\ 

H2024 StNH2024 elast2024 A2024 B2024 p2024") 

  

def xD2024(p): 

    return A2024-B2024*p 

EQNS2024=[] 

EQNS2024.append(H2024 - 2718)   ### Manipulate supply as desired 

EQNS2024.append(StNH2024 - 6000)  ### Manipulate demand as desired 

EQNS2024.append(elast2024 - best_elasticity) ### Use calibrated elasticity 

EQNS2024.append(elast2024+diff(xD2024(p2024), p2024)*p2024/xD2024(p2024)) 

student_pop_ratio_24_23 = StNH2024 / StNH2023 

EQNS2024.append(xD2024(p2023) - student_pop_ratio_24_23 * xD2023(p2023)) 
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EQNS2024.append(xD2024(p2024) - H2024) 

  

UNKNS2024 = [H2024,StNH2024,StNH2022,elast2024,A2024,B2024,p2024,p2023] 

  

EQNS2024b=[eqn.subs({p2023: current_argmin[p2023], A2023: 

current_argmin[A2023], B2023: current_argmin[B2023], StNH2023: 

current_argmin[StNH2023]}) for eqn in EQNS2024] 

  

solve(EQNS2024b, UNKNS2024, dict=True)[0] 

 


